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“If you want something from an audience, you give blood to their

fantasies. It’s the ultimate hustle.”

—Marlon Brando
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Abstract

Understanding and Engaging Online Audiences

by

Norma Saiph Savage

Social media has turned all of us into potential authors of content. This phenomenon has

further facilitated the formation of new dynamic audiences – all of whom center on the

data we share. Although there have been several related analyses, most research assumes

that the online audience is only an observer. This has led to the design of platforms

that are adaptations of traditional marketing tools wherein audiences are surveyed and

categorized anonymously and content authors have minimal interaction with them. The

types of collaborations produced by such tools are limited.

This research recognizes that the internet has transformed how authors and audiences

operate. The thesis explores the dynamics of this emerging ecosystem, from authors,

who share personal content with friends and family, to citizen reporters who collaborate

with audiences to oppose drug cartels. The thesis demonstrates how to incorporate the

understanding of these dynamics into the design of novel platforms. The thesis does this

via individual case stories of such systems, for instance the prototype system Hax, which

dynamically allows people to visualize relevant audiences for sharing and collaborating,

or the tool Botivist, which dynamically recruits and assembles collective efforts with

online audiences.

The thesis discusses how, together, we can create a future where platforms produce

a true symbiosis between authors and audiences to facilitate collective efforts.

x
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Traditionally, a select elite was who defined the content consumed by the majority of the

population [1, 2]. These elites usually came from hierarchical organizations, and focused

on generating content that followed a rigorous editorial workflow, had integrity, and was

profitable. News papers, TV shows, magazines, all followed this model. Figure 1.1.A

presents an overview of this traditional model.

However, the Internet, and social media in particular, have flourished a new media

consumption model [2]. This new media model is much more participatory in nature,

as it offers low barriers for sharing one’s creations. Everyone now has the power to pro-

duce content, and have audiences forming around every piece of information they share.

Audiences have also the convenience of obtaining information from diverse sources and

accessing different perspectives [3]. This new medium, has created new networked com-

munities, that both produce and consume content. Content producers, such as journal-

ists, are no longer simply lecturers who inform others of what is taking place in the world.

Journalists are assuming new roles where they can act as “forum leaders,” mediators.

Similarly, the audience has now a hybrid role where they act not only as consumers, but

also as producers. Figure 1.1.B presents an overview of this new model.

1



Introduction Chapter 1

Figure 1.1: Overview of the traditional (A) and new media models (B).

This novel media model is creating new experiences, relationships, and tensions be-

tween content producers and audiences. However, we lack a detailed understanding of

these emerging dynamics. This becomes especially problematic when designing tools for

engaging with online audiences. The majority of these online tools have to make assump-

tions of how content producers and audiences interact. These tools usually just adopt the

relationships that existed in the traditional model. For instance, many tools for targeting

audiences assume that end-users have a clear picture of their public, and ask the person

to provide the audience upfront (e.g., the traits of the audience they want to target.)

While this design might be effective for advertisers who have previously conducted mar-

ket studies and identified the demographics of their clients, it may not be useful for the

average person, who has ever-changing interests and sharing needs. It can be difficult for

the person to have a good grasp of who is her best audience for each sharing task.

Additionally, most of these tools follow a model focused on profit. Their designs

mirror marketing or revenue tools. Yet, in this participatory new medium profit might not

be the main priority, but rather conversation and collaboration. Our lack of knowledge

2



Introduction Chapter 1

on these emerging relationships dynamics translates into tools which might not cover the

true needs of content producers or online audiences.

This thesis studies how content producers and audiences interact in social media. I

use the findings of my studies to create better online communication platforms, and root

design principles for the next generation of online audience engagement tools.

To facilitate understanding the nature of this thesis, it is necessary to understand first

the emerging field of Social Computing, of which this thesis is a part. Social computing

has brought a computational approach to the study and modelling of social interactions

and communications [4]. Social computing has also brought insights into the design

of systems that support those interactions. From a methodological viewpoint, social

computing is cross-disciplinary and uses frameworks from human-computer interaction,

communication, sociology, economy, psychology, as well as organizational and behavioural

theories.

Following how social computing organizes information, this thesis studies: (1) how

audiences and content producers interact; and (2) the design of novel tools to engage

audiences. The methodologies used in this thesis also vary, for instance I conduct qual-

itative analysis involving interviews and qualitative coding, usability evaluations, and

quantitative analysis including user and topic modelling techniques.

To analyze how content producers and audiences interact on social media, I take

Burbank’s (1967) definition of interactive audience space, and consider that people engage

with audiences under a continuum that ranges from friendly spaces for interacting with

friends and family, to adverse spaces for planning violent oppositions against enemies.

Previous related work studied primarily online fandoms [3]. Baym researched how

independent music artists and labels in Sweden interacted with their audiences. The

work began to uncover the social exchange emerging among these actors. However, a

deeper understanding of how content producers and audiences interact in a variety of

3



Introduction Chapter 1

scenarios is still missing. For instance, comprehending the type of social exchange that

exists among these actors in more adverse scenarios is lacking.

This thesis uses three different case studies to understand the interactions between

content producers and audiences in different scenarios. These case studies are not exclu-

sive, but rather help us to understand the differences and similarities across scenarios.

I build on the concepts from previous work on participatory culture [2], and online fan-

doms [3], to provide a more detailed understanding of online audiences.

Figure 1.2: Continuum for interacting with online audiences.

I first examine the interplay between authors, audiences, and shared data in intimate

settings where people share content with friends and family [5]. I focus, my analysis on

one of the most important new interactions facilitated by social media: the targeting

and integration of audiences in author’s content. I conduct a qualitative analysis to

understand people’s perceptions of the interaction. Through my analysis, I uncover

how authors integrate audiences in their content to gain social capital and facilitate

collaborations with their audience. My study also highlights how people are reshaping

their behavior to appeal to sharing algorithms.

My second study [6] focuses now on a space that is intermediate from friendly and ad-

verse: an online community where authors discuss politics, gay-rights,feminism, racism,

and other controversial topics with friends and strangers. I study another main rela-

tional aspect between authors and audiences: the self-presentation of authors. I use

a mixed methods approach to understand how authors present themselves to their on-

line audiences, the reasoning behind their selected self-presentation, and how this effects

4



Introduction Chapter 1

the popularity of their content, i.e., how much audiences engage with authors. My study

identifies that the most popular content usually comes from authors who adapt their self-

presentation to their audience’s interests. By being adaptive to their audience’s interests,

authors assembled more collaborations with their online audience.

In the third study [7], I analyze how authors interact with their audiences in adverse

scenarios, specifically when opposing drug cartels. I inspect again some of the most

important dynamics between authors and audiences: (1) the way authors garner support

for their ideas; (2) the type of participation authors prompt from audiences; and (3)

the type of content that triggers the most participation from the audience. My work

illustrates how authors use online mobilization strategies to trigger participation from

their audience in extreme and dangerous participation scenarios. It also shows how

the online audience can now take part in defining the narrative of an armed conflict,

something that was typically left to institutions and elites in power.

Through this analysis, I contribute an understanding of how audiences and authors

engage with each other in a spectrum of online spaces. I identify key aspects of their

interactions, which are present throughout the spectrum: a) authors and audiences spend

time browsing social media to understand each other’s traits; b) authors and audiences

use their understanding of each other to probe strategies that will help them to build

stronger relationships and better collaborate; c) authors and audiences are now directly

engaging to produce collective efforts. These efforts can range from distributing meaning-

ful content, enhancing one’s online image, narrating collectively reality, or even engaging

in offline collective action. I argue that audiences and content producers operate within

a gift type economy. Wikipedia describes the gift economy as “...a mode of exchange

where valuable goods and services are regularly given without any explicit agreement for

immediate or future rewards. Ideally, voluntary and recurring gift exchange circulates

and redistributes wealth throughout a community, and serves to build societal ties and

5
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Figure 1.3: Design space of systems to engage online audiences.

obligations.”

Text content in this new medium has become a gift. Content producers give the au-

dience the stories and the information they enjoy, want and need. The audience can then

reciprocate through attention, feedback, or even via actions that will help a producer’s

cause. Through these exchanges a network of support is forged. This support network

facilitates collaboration and cooperation. The more “generous” that a content producer

is to an audience, the more support she receives. Content producers and audiences have

a shared sense of purpose and meaning exemplified in the gift economy. This economy

is leading to several collaborations that include popularizing content, improving each

other’s public image, narrating events, producing offline collective actions.

I use the understanding gained from my analysis to define design principals for the

next generation of tools to engage online audiences. I argue that given that these parties

co-exist in a gift economy, it is important that these tools help content producers to

motivate their audiences “to give back” to them. Content producers need to think how

their content could realistically add value to the life of their audience. It is necessary

6



Introduction Chapter 1

for content producers to think beyond their content, to how their audience could use the

information, the context in which the data they share will be experienced, and especially

to think of their audience’s needs. Content producers thus need to think how that can

create a value exchange, where they have a mutually beneficial relationship with their

audience.

I postulate that to help content producers create these mutually beneficial relation-

ships, it is important to first provide authors with tools through which they can motivate

and incite action from their audience. I argue that to design tools that help authors to

motivate audiences we have two axis: one where we aid authors to understand their au-

dience in detail; so that they on their own can use the knowledge to devise how they will

motivate participation from their audience; and another axis where content producers do

not have to learn anything about their audience, but rather automated methods focus

on probing different strategies to obtain contributions.

I evaluate my proposed design principals in two tools that focus on helping authors

to better collaborate with their online audience. The first is Hax [8], an online tool that

helps content producers to visualize and initiate collaborations with their desired targeted

audience. I argue that multi-faceted data visualizations help content producers to better

understand their audience, and engage in better “gift-giving” exchanges. The second tool

is Botivist which via online bots probes different strategies to call online audiences to

action. Botivist enables the next generation of audience engagement tools that not only

measure the number of replies from the audience, but also facilitate collective action. I

conduct an evaluation of Botivist and find that the majority of the online audiences (>

80%) recruited by Botivist made contributions the helped advance a content producer’s

cause. My results provide evidence for the potential of this new class of systems to recruit

and collaborate with online audiences .

The core idea of this thesis is to twofold. First, I provide an understanding of how

7
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content producers and online audiences currently engage with each other on social media

in a spectrum of scenarios. Secondly, I incorporate this knowledge into the design of

novel tools that overcome currently limitations, and allow content producers to better

collaborate with their online audience. I provide a set of design patterns for the next

generation of audience engagement tools. To accomplish this goal, I (1) present a series

of analysis on social media to identify the challenges and opportunities of authors and

online audiences; (2) develop interactive tool that use the understanding to tackle the

challenges, and use the opportunities advantageously. Both the analysis and the tools

advance our knowledge on online communication and collaborations.

1.1 Contributions

The core contribution of this thesis is: (1) an analysis of how content producers

and audiences interact with each other in a spectrum of online spaces; (2) design and

evaluation of tools to engage online audiences. The sections below synthesize these

contributions.

1.1.1 Understanding of the Online Audience Ecosystem

This thesis presents an analysis of how audiences and content producers engage with

each other in a spectrum of online spaces that range from friendly to adverse. I identify

key aspects of their interactions present throughout the spectrum: a) both authors and

audiences spend time browsing social media to understand each other’s traits; b) authors

and audiences use their understanding of each other to probe strategies that will help

them to build stronger relationships and better collaborate; c) authors and audiences

are now directly engaging to produce collective efforts. These efforts can range from

distributing meaningful content, helping each other to attain a desired online image,

8
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narrating collectively reality, or even engaging in offline collective action. This ecosystem

is the logical consequence of a gift economy.

1.1.2 Design of Online Audience Engagement Systems

This thesis provides evidence that interactive systems can target, recruit, and engage

online audience’s to support an author’s goal. The systems I present in this dissertation

for engaging with online audiences re-open areas of human-computer interaction design.

For instance, Hax introduces new multi-facted data visualizations to infer the traits of

an online audience. Hax demonstrates that multi-faceted data visualizations can facil-

itate understanding and collaborating with an online audience. An author can, e.g.,

find interested audiences who could physically attend an event supporting the author’s

ideology. Botivist introduces the concept of using autonomous agents to recruit online

audiences and start to assemble collective efforts that advance an author’s cause. These

designs give rise to prototypes that leverage data visualizations and automated methods

to facilitate collective efforts between online audiences and content producers.

1.1.3 Motivating Online Audiences

This thesis proposes two approaches to engage and obtain contributions from online

audiences: (1) automated methods that probe different strategies to motivate and mobi-

lize audiences; and (2) multi-faceted data visualizations that let authors understand an

audience’s interests to motivate and mobilize the audience themselves.

9



Chapter 2

Online Audiences in Friendly Spaces

Figure 2.1: Example of public targeted sharing on Facebook.

On social networking sites (SNS), people have contacts from different life facets, e.g.,

college or work. This can lead to unintentionally sharing sensitive content with subsets

of friends [10]. People engage in a spectrum of sharing modes to overcome this problem:

from targeted sharing, where messages are shared with specific individuals, e.g., in an

email [10], to public broadcasts where people share messages that are appropriate for

all [10]. There has been growing interest in understanding people’s perceptions of these

sharing modalities. Bernstein et al. [10] studied targeted sharing in private messages and

found that people saw this modality as a way to share personally relevant content.

Kairam et al. [11] used Google+ to study selective sharing, i.e., the sharing of content

This work was published in HT:26th ACM Conference on Hypertext and Social Media 2015. [9].
Special thanks to Andres Monroy-Hernandez for his valuable contributions to this research.
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with specific predefined groups, e.g., “family” or “work.” Their results indicate that peo-

ple use selective sharing to evangelize, ask questions, or start conversations. Hogan [10]

studied public broadcasting in social media. The work found that, in this sharing mode,

people speak to the “lowest common denominator” to allow everyone to understand the

message.

Studies have not yet fully addressed a new sharing modality of SNS: public targeted

sharing. Figure 2.1 presents an example of a Facebook post with this sharing mode.

Public targeted sharing combines elements of targeted sharing and broadcasting. When

a person tags others, the post is shared with a specific targeted audience composed of

the tagged individuals who receive a direct notice of the post. But the post’s public

nature brings additional audiences similar to a broadcast (e.g., the entire social graph

of the content producer). This hybrid sharing mode also represents a public display of

social connections, as the public posts carry the names of certain friends and links to

their personal Facebook profiles [12]. Previous research has studied particular aspects of

this interaction, such as the identity concerns it triggers [13] or the types of conversations

that such posts elicit [14]. Little is known, however, regarding people’s different views

and uses of this sharing modality.

The aim of this investigation is to organize and understand the variety of perceptions

of this hybrid sharing mode on Facebook. Although Facebook may appear to have

a particular design for public targeted sharing, the concepts involved are not unique.

Sites such as Twitter.com or Soundcloud.com also provide hyperlinks to the profiles

of the people tagged in content. Google+ links tags to people’s profiles and allows

people to broadcast to the social circles of those tagged. Gold users of reddit.com receive

notifications when others tag them.

Our interview-based study (n=120) discovers that individuals feel public targeted

sharing strengthens friendships. Individuals also believe they can use it to overcome the
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algorithmic filtering powers in play, exposing each other to more surprising content and

people.

2.1 Methods

To examine the perceptions of public targeted sharing, we employ a methodology

similar to that used in a study about people’s perceptions of Facebook disclosures [13].

Similar to Lampinen et al. [13], instead of pursuing a longitudinal study, our goal is to

shed light on the variety of interpretations that individuals have regarding this sharing

modality. We conducted interviews to understand the perceptions.

2.1.1 Data Collection

We recruited participants both offline and online to avoid having only highly active

Facebook users. To recruit online, we posted invitations to our study in different Face-

book groups and to pages randomly selected from public listings. To recruit offline, we

approached people in public spaces (e.g., bus stops and parks) and invited them to take

part in our study. We labeled participants recruited directly from Facebook as F# and

those recruited from public spaces as P#. Our recruitment material avoided the term

“tagging” to not scare off people who rarely tag.

A total of 120 individuals participated in our study, 32 recruited from Facebook, and

88 from public spaces. Participants used Facebook to varying degrees. The individuals

recruited from Facebook were 18-52 years old; 44% were female, 56% were male. The

participants from public spaces were 18-68 years old; 52% were female, and 48% were

male. The interviews had a median duration of 11 minutes, with the longest lasting 40

minutes, and the shortest 8 minutes. The interviews covered participants’ interpreta-

tions of this sharing modality from the perspectives of the different social roles involved,
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i.e., content producers (individuals who tag friends in content they share on Facebook),

taggees (individuals tagged in the content), and viewers (individuals who view the tagged

content). We counterbalanced the order in which we asked participants about each role.

Participants voiced which roles they had taken and only responded for those that they

had personally assumed. All participants had been viewers at least once, 87% had been

taggees at least once, and 83% had been content producers at least once.

Our study began by asking each participant to write down examples of public tar-

geted sharing. On average, each participant provided two examples (for instance, two

Facebook posts where friends were tagged). For each role, we used the examples to start

a discussion. For instance, we asked: “What are your thoughts when someone tags you

in this type of post?” We encouraged the participants to lead the discussion. Our role

was mainly to ask them to elaborate and ejemplify. Participants mainly reported on their

perceptions of public targeted sharing in posts (Facebook status updates or wall posts).

Some also reported on tagging in comments, photos, or videos. However, participants

did not highlight any difference among content types. The interviews also covered par-

ticipants’ background in SNS use (sites and devices used, type of content they or their

friends share, number of Facebook friends, etc.) We did not witness any difference in

interview responses across age groups or SNS usage.

2.1.2 Categorization Perspectives

We used qualitative coding to analyze interview responses. This allowed us to es-

tablish a categorization of perceptions of public targeted sharing. Our overarching goal

was to identify patterns in the perceptions of participants on this sharing modality. We

transcribed all audio recordings to text and separated each interview into sections based

on the social role that the interviewee was reporting about. We then jointly read each
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interview transcript for each social role to identify key concepts and ideas. These initial

concepts were then discussed. We decided that a category would cover a general type of

perception and that, when possible, it would include perspectives specific to each social

role. Concepts were then aggregated and similar ones renamed.

We also quantified the number of participants who viewed the tagging of Facebook

users in posts as a mechanism that involved two mixed audiences. We considered this

would help to further contextualize our results. Two researchers, unfamiliar with the

work, read each interview and classified whether the person saw tagging as involving two

audiences. The researchers found that all interviewees referred to tagging as a mixed

sharing mode. Additionally, 71% of the interviewees specifically used the term “share”

to describe tagging on Facebook.

2.2 Results

The following five main categories covered participants’ perceptions of public targeted

sharing. One person can be associated with more than one category, as a person can

have more than one perception associated with the sharing modality. We did not identify

differences between participants’ Facebook usage and their perceptions on sharing.

Stronger Relationships. A majority of our interviewees (79%) perceived public

targeted sharing as a way to build stronger relationships. From our interviews, it appears

that tagging build stronger friendships because the targeted audience feels that someone

is making time for them:

“I think the best thing about being tagged is that there is somebody who is

considering and thinking about you. I always comment on the things people

tag me because they took the time to think about me.” 28, male F2.
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This result matches theory on disclosure, which states that the more an interaction

makes people feel singled out, the more value they attribute to it [12]. Being publicly

tagged has become a social signal that helps individuals feel unique and noteworthy.

Content producers appear to be aware of this dynamic. Interviewees stated that, via

public targeted sharing, they secured higher-quality responses from their network:

“[Tagging] ensures that you are working with only loyal people that you

know will help and promote your cause, not sabotage it.” 30, male, F1.

Individuals appear to use targeted sharing to jump start discussions with sympathetic

crowds. Interviewees also believed that, via tagging, Facebook’s ranking algorithm was

more likely to share their content with others. Some thus practice public targeted sharing

to revive relationships:

“...I basically hope that friends I haven’t seen in a while will see this [a

tagged post], and they will comment, and we can reconnect [...] Basically I

have had other people in mind when I have tagged – sort of thinking about the

fact that they are also watching.” 21, male, F55.

Surprising Content. Interviewees (61%) perceived this sharing mode as a way

to expose audiences to information outside of what they normally viewed on Facebook.

Interviewees had the idea that friends had similar tastes. Facebook’s recommendation

algorithm thus tended to show one same type of content to the members of a particular

social circle. Tagging broke this by enabling content producers to reach multiple social

graphs and share surprising information, outside the graphs’ norms:

“I like to tag people that I know are interested in something and whose

audience will also care. But my interest is in creating a crossover. So I

involve audiences that follow people in dance, but I share with them something

totally different, such as poetry...” 25, female, F10.
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This is similar to the finding of Huang et al. [10] of how people tagged on Twitter to direct

content to certain social graphs. However, perhaps due to Facebook’s recommendation

algorithms, we observed here an emphasis on using tagging to diversify a social graph’s

information.

Participants also had folk theories about how tags influenced Facebook’s ranking

algorithm:

“If I tag someone and then he comments, the post becomes “active” and

it’ll appear at the top of the News Feed. So I’ll sometimes tag someone directly

in the post, or in the comments. In either case, if it makes him comment, the

post will be pushed to the top.” 25, female, F10.

Participants also believed that this sharing mode facilitates the introduction of audiences

to new and surprising people:

“Being a group of friends, I want them to meet other people who they

might find interesting. The whole idea of social media is that we can share.

So they might see a face, but they don’t know who they are; with the tag, they

can find more information about them” 26, male, P3.

Public Image. Interviewees (60% ) believed that public targeted sharing can help

refine one’s public image:

“I tag friends to represent something I want to project. So let’s say that I

want to project that I am a super hipster, well then I will tag friends in support

of a cause, I will casually mention that my friends and I are out writing in

our Moleskine journals...” 29, female F5.

Interviewees also reported that they tagged to link their content to the reputation or

image of their friends and increase their content’s value. Participants even reported that
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they “cherry-picked” who they tagged. They analyzed how influential or relevant the

image of a person whom they planned on tagging was in reference to the content they

wanted to share. Similarly, participants also believed that Facebook’s ranking algorithm

would give more visibility to posts linked to high-profile users. Individuals thus tagged

users with influential public images in an attempt to garner more visibility for the posts

they wanted to broadcast:

“Facebook will always rank higher content tied to verified, well known

accounts. You’re losing a lot of visibility if you don’t link your content. You

have to select well who you tag.” 41, male, P83.

In contrast to selective sharing [11], public targeted sharing is also a public display

of social connections [12]. This might cause individuals to relate it to public image

construction, as everyone (people and algorithms included) can view how one interacts

with others.

Participants saw public targeted sharing as an opportunity to tailor not only their

own public image but also that of their friends. They tagged as a way to collectively

help friends find content that favored them. Interviewees also expressed that, in general,

they felt honored to be tagged and be a part of their friends’ posts. However, some

also voiced identity concerns because others selected the content linked to them and the

content might not match what they wanted to portray:

“[Tagging] is a very public thing. It allows anyone to broadcast something

about you, something that might mislead the idea of who you are. Through

tags your identity can be created for you. Your identity becomes what other

people broadcast about you, their idea of you.” 26, male, O3.

Content producers were aware that others are self-conscious about the type of content

that is posted about them. We found that most empathized with their friends and usually
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alerted them offline that they were going to tag them:

“A lot of people don’t want to be tagged at a party. People are self-

conscious of what they want or what they don’t want about them online. [...]

I always ask people if they want to be tagged. I am in the car and I say: Hey

guys I am making a Facebook status and I am going to tag all you guys!” 19,

male O7.

This echoes the findings of Lampinen et al. [13] regarding people negotiating self-

disclosures before conflicts emerge. However, we found that, despite the negotiations

taking place, individuals occasionally had to untag themselves. This occurred when

individuals were excessively tagged in their friends’ content. Individuals wanted to show

their involvement in their friends’ lives (as it helped strengthen friendships.) Yet, showing

too much of that involvement, e.g., being tagged in too many posts, obscured who they

were:

“In every wedding photo they posted, they included my name regardless

of whether I was in the photo or not [...] Because I don’t have any other

posts on my profile, that one wedding event began dominating my page and

it began characterizing me because it was the only thing that people saw on

my profile. When people went into my page, they thought I was really into

weddings [...] My identity was made up by someone’s wedding. I felt that

was too emphasized. I thought about untagging myself from the photos but

decided to leave them. I felt it was sad to disassociate myself from my friend’s

wedding.” 29, male, O8.

The nature of this mixed sharing modality generates struggles, as individuals want to

show support for friends, while also portray their desired public image.
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Unwanted Content. Interviewees (38%) perceived this sharing modality as annoy-

ing, because it brought them undesired data. Individuals considered that the content

should have been shared privately with the targeted audience. Some taggees also found

this sharing modality annoying because they received excessive Facebook notifications.

Some untagged themselves as a result. Taggees and viewers alike felt annoyed with

tagged posts generated by companies, especially if they were advertisements. Individu-

als appeared tolerant of targeted ads created by friends. They considered that at least

their friends thought about them to target them and that the posts were a chance to be

updated about their friends’ lives:

“It’s usually interesting to see what my friends are selling. One girl was

tagging so we could see her ceramics creations [...] it’s really interesting to

see what they’re up to...” 25, female, P52.

Content producers are aware that this sharing modality can be annoying. They are thus

careful about how often they publicly target others and in what content they target

others. Interestingly, some see this annoyance as a chance to play with friends:

“One friend of mine was an Obama supporter [...] I was tagging them

in some anti-Obama stuff to mess with them [...] I succeeded in being annoy-

ing...hehe...” 24, male, F15.

Despite this, taggees and viewers felt that unwanted content could also bring them

serendipitous discoveries, as it could expose them to interesting strangers:

“...I have personally met several people through this “spam”, like people

with whom I’ve had an interest to collaborate, and people with whom I’ve

shared interests on this and other topics. It isn’t common that you get to

meet people in spam. They are rare exceptions. Marvelous exceptions that

bring you marvelous opportunities.” 20, male, F3.
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Recollection. Interviewees (33%) perceived public targeted sharing as a type of virtual

diary that helped to document who played a part in their lives. Participants reported

that they enjoyed returning later to these posts to reminisce. Interviewees thought it

helped them to reminisce not only individually but also collectively. Individuals surfaced

posts from the past to make their audiences relive memories:

“...For me, they [tagged posts] are more like a path for sharing mem-

ories. They are really about making your friends relive these experiences

again...” 28, female, P60.

Content producers also have the perception that by including a person’s name in a post,

they can implicitly remind the taggees of events that they will conduct together. In this

case, content producers admitted to mentioning certain persons so that their posts would

be favored by Facebook’s ranking algorithm and people would be reminded of their event:

“...tagging helps to build the fan base of your event, and people will be

constantly reminded of the event. Their friends are also more likely to see it

[i.e., the content] if you tag. That’s one of the things which Facebook loves

and favors: tagging!” 21, male, F202.

2.3 Discussion

We used Facebook as a medium to investigate perceptions on an increasingly popular

sharing modality: public targeted sharing. In general, individuals feel that this modality

helps to reinforce relationships, as content producers publicly show that they are taking

the time to consider a particular targeted audience. Tagged posts generated automati-

cally by companies are likely to not be perceived as positively, because individuals do not

see any real person making time for them. This is similar to what was observed in the
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Scratch online community, where people valued credit granted automatically less than

credit given by humans [15]. SNS and UI designers could contemplate how to help com-

panies better engage with their online clients, perhaps by encouraging more humanized

sharing.

Individuals appeared to use public targeted sharing to build collaborative spaces,

such as a space to reminisce collectively about the past, or a type of backstage to col-

lectively help friends craft a desired public image. Individuals seem to have adopted

public targeted sharing as a building block to create the flexible online social spaces they

desire. We believe that it is important to design digital structures that allow people to

collectively experiment with building on the technology. It is not about just user-testing

all elements of an interface but, rather, testing whether people can make use of those

elements to construct jointly the dynamic spaces they want.

Our study revealed that individuals view public targeted sharing as a way to ex-

pose each other to surprising content or even strangers beyond those recommended by

Facebook’s algorithms. Recommendation algorithms in general have sought to filter out

opinions, people, and items that are different from us, potentially limiting the diffusion of

information. Individuals appear to use this sharing modality as a means to free audiences

from these “algorithmic biases” and distribute information that they consider fresh and

interesting.

Individuals also perceive public targeted sharing as a way to reach audiences outside

their immediate social circles. Facebook does not officially present tagging as a way to

reach foreign social graphs but, rather, as a way simply to let people know when they

are involved in the posts that one shares. Our findings thus raise the question of whether

social media would benefit from more official digital structures tailored for targeting

novel audiences [16]. Audiences could be bombarded with more unwanted content in this

setting. However, it might also enable more serendipitous discoveries. Future work could
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further explore this trade-off.

Across categories, we uncovered how individuals feel they can use this sharing modal-

ity to try to manipulate or “game” Facebook’s ranking algorithm and obtain the view-

ership they want. This result is consistent with the recent work of Gillespie [17], which

points out, “Teens have been known to tag their status updates with unrelated brand

names, in the hopes that Facebook will privilege those updates in their friends’ feeds.”

Editors were traditionally the gatekeepers of information. Today, it is filtering algo-

rithms that determine what is relevant. Our results raise the question of what the role of

human-centered SNS should be regarding the algorithmic powers in play. Again, there

is a trade-off: allowing manipulations could expose audiences to more unwanted content,

yet it might also help disseminate more diverse, unpredictable, noteworthy content.

Finally, similar to [13], we call for caution in generalizing our results. Although

we took care to recruit a diverse set of participants, the pool of interviewees recruited

outdoors belonged to particular cultural settings. We tried to counter this issue by

triangulating their responses with those participants recruited online. However, future

work could focus on a quantitative analysis with a more varied population.
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Chapter 3

Audiences in Controversial Online

Spaces

In this section I examine how people’s explicit interests–as stated in their online profiles–

align with those implicitly expressed through their online posts. Using a topic modeling

algorithm, I cluster individuals based on said alignment between interests in profiles and

those in posts in a particular online community. I use those clusters to analyze how they

relate to the popularity and number of people’s posts, and investigate the motivations

behind these behavior patterns through online interviews. I find that for those individuals

who contribute highly popular content, as measured through number of replies, profiles

interests largely do not match the topics of their online posts. Conversely, individuals

whose profiles match their postings, rarely contribute popular content. Together my

results suggest a complex interplay between profile statements and behavior exhibited in

a community.

The work in this chapter was the basis for a US patent application [6]. Special thanks to Rita
Wouhaybi, Saurav Sahay, Lama Nachman for their valuable contributions to this research.
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3.1 Introduction

Online community boards thrive from posts and comments. Their content is generally

contributed by strangers who voluntarily decide to post and share knowledge. However,

there are several challenges to keeping community members active and contributing to

the board. Computer-meditated technologies suffer from social cue deficiencies [18]. It

can be difficult for users to convey through computer channels important cues about who

they are, what is their intention, or current context. The fact that people interact online

with a large pool of participants, each with their own backgrounds and perspectives,

intensifies the problem. People may ultimately decide to stop contributing to the board

if they cannot get their point across, or if they cannot find mutual understanding with

others [19, 20].

In this paper, my goal is to contrast people’s profile statements to their community

posts, and examine how having an alignment in the two relates to the number and

popularity of people’s contributions.

The literature on online community participation has uncovered that some of the

factors that motivate people to contribute to an online board is: having self-worth, social

affiliations [21], receiving social capital [22, 23], social norms [24], or to enhance one’s

reputation [25].

In many scenarios, researchers and practitioners argue that one of the best formulas

to cover these needs is to prompt users to have profiles that disclose information similar

to what they share in a community board [26, 27, 28]. Such profiles can help give users

the recognition they want, while also providing verification of the claims people make on

the board.

When people have profiles that match their posts, pro-social behavior and trust should

logically be promoted [27]. It lets people authenticate others’ claims, and put into context
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others’ contributions. This can potentially encourage more replies and interactions among

users. For instance, if a person posts they are against “Gay Marriage”, other users might

consider the person a troll (purposely posting inflammatory content) and not comment

on the post. But, if users can authenticate the person’s beliefs and see they are genuine,

they are more likely to leave replies [26]. However, it has so far been understudied how

having profiles that match one’s posts relates to popularity, as measured through number

of replies, and number of people’s posts.

I specifically study the ways people’s explicit profile interests may contrast with those

implicitly expressed in their posts, and study how these differences relate to the popularity

and number of people’s posts. Instead of a longitudinal study, I aim to shed light on the

variety of behaviors, and understand people’s motivations behind their behavior patterns.

I build on the work of [29] which postulates that users present themselves to others

through disclosed data (data users share in their profiles for others to see) and entrusted

data (information users post on pages managed by others). I study in particular how

much the topics of interest users explicitly present on their profile match the topics of

interest they implicitly present in a community board through their posts. For example,

a tag in one’s profile on “Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals” would denote

one’s profile interest for “Animal Rights”, while using the tag “Animal Shelters” on one’s

posts would show an interest for the topic in the community board.

By improving our understanding of how profile and post similarities relate to number

and popularity of people’s posts, I gain knowledge on how to design better self presen-

tation and collaboration tools that prompt high participation. Additionally, my study

provides insights into the relational processes occurring in online communities, especially

how users showcase their interests under different social contexts and spaces. I also cre-

ate awareness for the type of online disclosures (both on profiles and posts) that are

important for content popularity.
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I propose a work flow that, using a topic modeling algorithm, clusters users from

a particular online community, based on the alignment between the interests in their

profiles and those in posts. The clusters allow us to analyze how the different alignments

(or matches) relate to the popularity of people’s posts. Through online interviews the

motivations behind the behavior patterns I observe.

3.2 Related Work

My work builds on prior research on content contributions in online communities,

online interest modeling, online identity and self presentation.

Content Contributions in Online Communities

Previous work [30, 31, 32, 33] finds that some of the main motivations people have for

contributing to online communities is: to build their reputation and social capital, for

reciprocity, to help the community, to portray their social affiliations, and for professional

self-expression.

Researchers [26, 27, 28], believe that the benefits people want from contributing to a

community board can be obtained by providing accurate communication and verification

of users’ identity, e.g., by providing adequate profile cues.

The work of [34, 35] shows that users tend to believe others’ content, not so much

based on the content itself, but more by a series of heuristics, such as people’s user

names. Similarly, [35] finds that there is a bias between a user’s name and her number of

followers. Recently, [36] shows that in reputation systems, which rate participants on the

quality of their contributions, users do present different behavioral patterns depending

on the rankings they see in others. [37] find that people post about different topics, and

depending on the gender on their profile they receive different amount of comments from

their audience. We note that different profile identity signals are indeed affecting online
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contributions and participation.

But, evidence is still mixed on how different profile cues can affect contributions in a

community. Some of the most famous and popular Internet content has been generated

from more anonymous spaces, where there are no profile cues [38]. Through our investi-

gation, we hope to provide a better understanding of how identity signals from profiles,

especially if these match a person’s posts, affect content contribution and popularity.

Online Identity and Self Presentation

In real world social interactions, people strategically alter what they present about them-

selves to achieve their desired relational goals [39]. It can be common for people to disclose

different aspects of themselves to different audiences or situation [40].

Studies on online identity and self presentation [41, 42, 12, 43, 44], find that users also

fine-tune their online profiles and social interactions to highlight and present information

about certain aspects of themselves, and achieve different purposes. For instance, some

users strategize what they disclose on their profiles to find romantic partners [41] or

what they tweet about to practice self branding [43]. The way users decide to present

themselves on their profiles can ultimately effect the online connections they make [44].

The body of research on online identity and self presentation processes in online com-

munities has focused primarily on communities formed from the interpersonal relations

of its members, i.e., social networking sites [41, 42, 12, 43, 44]. Little has been studied on

the self presentation processes occurring in communities constructed around a common

interest [45]. It remains unclear e.g., the role that profile self presentations have in the

amount of popularity a person’s posts receives.

Our work extends the research on online identity and self presentation by studying

the variety of ways users present their interests on their profile and in a community

constructed from common interests.

Unlike previous work, which focused primarily on privacy and personality effects of
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self presentations [46, 47], we discuss how profile statements relate to post popularity,

and amount of posts made. Understanding the role that profiles can have in online

contributions, becomes increasingly important as we evolve how users present themselves

across the Internet, while trying to maintain rich discussions.

We are at a point where technically we can afford to build online spaces that augment

users’ profiles with what they post [48]. However, before we reach a consensus on the

type of online spaces we want to create, we first need to have a deeper understanding

and recognition of how profiles that match one’s posts relate to content popularity.

With our investigation, we hope to contribute to scholarly conversation about the

role identity plays in technology mediated contexts. For example, [25] in her study of

Usenet newsgroups, emphasizes the value identity has in online contributions: “For most

participants, identity – both the establishment of their own reputation and the recognition

of others – plays a vital role.”

In this work, we explore how the way users present their interests on their profile and

on their posts, relates to the popularity of their content. We extend the literature by pro-

viding a better understanding of the role profile presentations play in online community

contributions and participations.

Modeling Users’ Interests

Data modeling has recently been extended to characterize users based on the type of

content they post, share, and use [49, 50, 51, 52].

[51] uses hierarchical cluster analysis, and principal component analysis to identify

from tags in users’ profiles, “interest neighborhoods.” The work however, only analyzes

interest expression in profiles. It never designed models to contrast users’ profile inter-

ests with those presented in a community; or explored whether having a match between

the two influences the number of replies a person receives. Similarly, [52, 53] study how

users’ interests can be modeled based on their tweets, tagging, and retweeting behavior.
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[54] presents two semantics for expressing a user’s relationship to a topic: interest and

expertise. The work compares these two semantics across social media applications. De-

spite these novel forms of measuring and inferring users’ interests, none of these works

explored the amount of alignment that exists between users’ profile interests, and those

they present on a community board; or studied how this alignment relates to the popu-

larity of the content.

Work on privacy and recommender systems [55, 56, 57] has studied the discrepancy

between stated preferences and actual behavior. The majority of this research however,

has not explored how these discrepancies play out in online communities, or how they

relate to the number of content contributions people make.

[58] began a discussion about the biases users have for deciding to posting certain

content. The work found that the events users decide to discuss in a community board

involve a complex dynamic sitting between important personal events, and events users

believe would be of interest to their audiences. We extend these ideas by contrasting

users’ personal profile interests with the interests they ultimately decide to present in a

community board.

Figure 3.1: Structure of LJ profiles 3.1
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Figure 3.2: Structure of LJ posts 3.2

LiveJournal

LiveJournal (LJ) is an online blogging and social network that started in 1999 and

accommodates about 40 million distinct accounts, of which about 1.8 million were con-

sidered active at the time of data capture [59].

Each LJ user picks a user name, fills a profile page, and can author a journal (blog).

Users provide a list of interest tags on their profile page. A user can use free-form tags

referring to concepts or names such as “cats,” “Lady Gaga,” “Barack Obama,” ... We

call these tags, profile tags. The structure of a LJ profile is shown in Figure 3.1.

Users also have the opportunity to contribute to community journals or boards. Com-

munity boards let its members create and post new entries. We analyze the data from

a LiveJournal community board: ontd political (ONTDP.) Each post in an LJ board

includes the contributor’s user name, the posting date, title, text, a set of tags describing

the post, and comments in reply to the post. Within the culture of LJ’s boards, it is

common practice to copy articles provided by external news sources, such as CNN [59].

Therefore, when a user posts something in a board, typically the only content the user

actually creates are the tags associated with the post. The tags are free text and can
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Figure 3.3: Work flow for analyzing the different ways users exhibit persistent and
transient self presentations.

include anything that the user wishes to add, but often are meaningful keywords repre-

sentative of the post. Figure 3.2 presents the structure of a LJ post with its different

components.

3.3 Modeling Alignment in Profiles and Posts

Here we model the alignment between users’ profile interests and those expressed on their

online posts. For this, we propose the following work flow: (1) We discover the general interests

of the community; (2) we use the discovered community interests to model each individuals

profile interests, and the interests she presents on her posts (note that we model these values

in terms of the general community interests to have a common ground for comparing users;)

(3) we then cluster users based on the alignment between their profile and post interests.

We use the clusters to study how the alignment between profiles and posts relate to the

popularity and number of people’s posts, and investigate the motivations behind the behaviors

we observe. We present in Figure 3.3 an overview of our work flow. In the following, we discuss

each step in detail.

3.3.1 1. Discovering the Interests of the Community

We consider the general interests of a community represent the topics present in the tags of

the community’s posts, and in the profile tags of its members (i.e., people who contribute posts

to the community board.) For instance, the tags “Lady Gaga,” “Beatles,” “Country Music,”

represent an interest for the topic of Music.
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We use a topic modeling algorithm, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA,) [60] to discover the

topics present in users’ profile tags, and in their collection of tagged posts.

Note that many profile tags can be found in isolation and can represent proper names, e.g.,

Lady Gaga. But, such tags can be difficult for data driven methods, like LDA, to interpret. We

propose to incorporate a knowledge ontology to introduce the lacking cultural relationships. In

particular, we use the Freebase knowledge ontology [61]. We augment profile tags with their

Freebase definition when possible.

Each document fed to LDA corresponds to either the tags of a particular community post,

such as “animals”, “google”, “technology”, “youtube” or a unique profile tag with its Freebase

definition (stop words removed,) such as: “JavaScript,” “interpreted,” “computer,” “program-

ming,” “language”. We use Bayesian information criteria [62] to determine the number of

desired topics to input to LDA. While the Bayesian information criteria is not a “bullet-proof”

way to specify the correct number of topics to consider, we use it to obtain a notion of the

different types of interests presented by a community. After this step, we have a series of topics

that represent the general interests of a community.

3.3.2 2. Modeling Individuals’ Interests

Here we model the interests users express on their profiles and on their posts. We use the

topics discovered previously to categorize users’ data (i.e., their posts and profile tags.) We

then use the categorized content to compare how much the interests (topics) users present on

their profiles match the interests they present in the community board.

We first use LDA to categorize users’ content into the discovered topics. We calculate the

topic mixtures of each profile tag and of each post (i.e., the probabilities that a particular profile

tag or post is about specific topics.) We categorize the content into the topic to which it has

the largest probability.

We then calculate for each discovered topic the amount of interest each user has expressed

through her profile tags, and through her posts. We calculate the degree of interest a user
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presents for a topic T given her profile tags as follows:

PD(u, T ) =
∑
w∈W

P (u)P (w|u)P (T |w), (3.1)

where PD(u, T ) is the probability user u has disclosed an interest for topic T given her profile

tags; P (u) = n−1, is the probability of selecting user u; n is the total number of users; P (w|u) =

m−1 is the probability of a particular tag w appearing in user’s u profile; m is the total number

of profile tags that user u has; P (T |w) = 1, when the profile tag w is relevant to the topic T

(i.e., the profile tag is classified under that topic,) or zero otherwise.

We use a similar approach to calculate PE(u, T ), the degree of interest a user presents for a

topic given her posts (i.e., the interest the user has entrusted in the community board.) Instead

of calculating such interest over a user’s profile tags, her tagged posts are used.

Note that by calculating PD(u, T ) and PE(u, T ), we can contrast the interest a user presents

for T on her profile and on her posts. We can analyze, e.g., whether a person who contributes

the most popular content about T presents also an interest for the topic on her profile.

For each individual, we calculate for all discovered topics her PD(u, T ) and PE(u, T ), and

form two individual vectors representing the user’s profile interests, and interests expressed

in the community board. The size of the individual vectors corresponds to the number of

discovered topics. The elements of the individual vectors hold PD(u, T ) or PE(u, T ), i.e., the

amount of interest the user presents for each topic either through her profile tags or posts. We

then represent each user as a feature vector, composed of these two individual vectors.

We use these feature vectors to cluster users who have similar alignments between their

profiles and posts. For instance, users who only present an interest for topic T in their posts,

and in their profiles might be grouped together. We then analyze for each cluster the amount

of popularity and number of people’s posts.
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Table 3.1: Statistics of our data.
# (number) of users 296
# of posts 1,200
# of comments 30,934
Total # of unique LJ profile tags 9,812
Total # of unique tags used for posts 1,622
Average # of profile tags per LJ profile 50
Average # of tags per post 8

3.3.3 3. Clustering based on Profile/Post Alignment

At this point, each person is represented as a feature vector holding information about her

profile interests, and interests presented through her online posts. We cluster people based on

their feature vectors. Note that the clustering gives us an overview of the variety of alignments

that people exhibit through their posts and profiles. For instance, one cluster may have people

who only show certain interests on the community board, while never presenting them on their

profile, another cluster may have people who only post about interests on their profiles, among

other possibilities. This lets us study how different combinations of profile statements and posts

relate to content popularity and number of contributions.

We use mean shift algorithm [63] to group together similar feature vectors, and discover

clusters of people. The mean shift algorithm discovers clusters of people with similar alignments

between the interests in their profile and in their posts. We decided to use mean shift algorithm

because it is based on nonparametric density estimation, and therefore we do not need to know

the number of clusters beforehand (unlike K-means.) We let mean shift algorithm discover the

clusters from our data.

We use the clusters to study the different profile and post alignments people have, and

examine how these different alignments relate to the popularity and number of people’s posts.
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Table 3.2: This table provides a sample qualitative outlook on the type of posts and
profile tags categorized into each topic (note the content is independent of the user)

Topic Sample Tags Sample Posts [Post Title:tags]

1 “noir”, “bondage”, “erotica”,

“roleplaying”, “bdsm”
Tennessee Governor Signs Bill

Defining Kissing And Holding

Hands As Gateway Sexual Ac-

tivity:sex, sex ed, Tennessee,

wtf

2 “Crohns Disease”,

“Herbalism”, “Osteol-

ogy”,“Disability”,

Doctors will resent Oba-
maCare because of fat
people!:“fox news,” “health
care”, “obesity”

3 “African Literature”, “Red-
necks”, “Racial Inequality”

I don’t feel bad for black
people anymore because I
think a black person stole
my bike: “fuck this guy,”
“race/racism,” “racial pro-
filing,” “racism,”;

4 “Amish”, “Church Music”,
“House of Lords”,“Anton
Lavey”,

Elderly nuns turn to the
Internet to find new sis-
ters: “catholic church”,
“facebook” “ get thee to a
nunnery/monastery”, “in-
ternet”, “maine”

5 “Homoeroticism”, “John
Greyson”, “Homo-
sex”,“Bisexuality”

Queer to the Core:gender &
sexual minority rights, his-
tory, lgbtq/gender & sexual
minorities

6 “Feminist”, “Jewish Fem-
inism”, “Bitch”,“Tristan
Taormino”

In which we learn what it
takes to be a Real Feminist:
batshit, feminism, women;

7 “Terrorism”, “Iraq”, “Mis-
anthropy”,“Genocide”

FBI Terror Plot: How the
Government Is Destroying
the Lives of Innocent Peo-
ple: conspiracies, fbi, mus-
lims, terrorism;
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Data

For the purpose of our analysis we crawled 4 months worth (from March 30th 2012 to July

11th 2012) of posts (tags, user name, date and time) and comments (text, user name, date

and time) from the the LJ ONTP board. Additionally, we also collected the LJ profile tags of

“active” board members (i.e., any user who in the time window we study contributed at least

one post to the board.) Statistics of our dataset are shown in Table 4.1.

Following the work flow described in Discovering the Interests of the Community, we dis-

cover 11 topics describing community members’ general interests at the time of data capture.

To illustrate the type of topics detected, we report in Table 4.2 a set of randomly selected

sample posts and profile tags that were categorized into each of the 11 topics. We warn that

some vocabulary may offend.

Adhering to the work flow described in Clustering based on Profile/Post Alignment, we use

the discovered topics to categorize people’s data. We model how much interest each individual

presents for each of the 11 topics, and then represent each person as a feature vector. We use

mean shift algorithm to cluster people based on their feature vectors, and find the different

ways users mesh their profile statements with their posts.

We discover 4 different clusters representing the different types of alignments people’s posts

and profile interests present.

Validation

To demonstrate the effectiveness of LDA to categorize users’ data, we perform a validation

exercise to determine if the topics discovered by our topic model truly capture the topics present

in the community’s tagged posts and LJ profile tags. For the purpose, we randomly selected 55

posts and 55 profile tags (five per discovered topic,) and sought feedback from 20 participants

from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT.) AMT is a system to recruit participants to do small

tasks for small payments. Participants were paid $0.55 USD. Each participant coded topics to

either individual posts or profile tags. Each profile tag showed the tag and its definition from

Freebase. We provided Freebase definitions in case participants were unfamiliar with the tag’s
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meaning. Posts were presented with their title and associated set of tags. Participants were

shown the most probable words of each topic, and asked to select the topic most relevant for

each profile tag or post. Participants were asked to provide feedback on each of their responses.

We discounted blank AMT responses (i.e., those that did not provide any written feedback on

their response.) We use the remaining responses (88%) to classify each post and each profile tag

into the topic selected by the majority of participants. We used Fleiss’ kappa [64] to evaluate

the extend to which participants had agreement. Fleiss’ kappa was .70.

We then compared the “ground truth” with the classifications that LDA gave to those

same 55 posts and 55 LJ profile tags. We use again Fleiss’ kappa [64] to evaluate the overall

agreement between the ground truth and the topic assignments from LDA. Fleiss’ kappa was

on average 0.64 for coding profile tags, and .69 for coding posts. Overall, we obtained a Fleiss

kappa score of .66. This correlation to human-coded posts and profile tags suggests that our

LDA content categorization is reliable.

3.4 Interview Study

We conduct semi-structured interviews to capture users’ viewpoints on profile interests,

interests expressed through board posts, and having profiles that are aligned with one’s com-

munity board postings. The interviews help explain users’ motivations for engaging in the

behavior we observe through our data analysis. It can provide for instance, explanations about

why certain users only post about interests covered in their profile.

We conduct a series of semi-structured interviews with users via LJ private messages. We

sample randomly users from each of the clusters that our work flow discovers, and via LJ private

messages invite these users to participate in our interview study.

We obtained participation from 3 users of each of the discovered clusters. A total of 12

people participated in the study. Participants were primarily in their early 20s and early 30s,

representing a dominant age group in social networking sites [65]. Participants reported they
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used LJ as well as other social networking sites. All participants had completed a LJ profile,

and had contributed at least one post to the ONTDP board. As an incentive for participation,

each of the participants received $5.00 USD.

We specifically questioned participants on how they selected their LJ profile tags and the

content they post on the community board; and how they feel they express their interests

on their profile and on a community board. We also asked participants about whether they

consider it is important to have profile interests that are aligned with their online posting. We

ask questions that will help us to understand the motivations behind the behaviors that our

data analysis discovers. The interviews provide information that we cannot uncover with our

data analysis alone. For example, assume we observe that the users of a certain cluster have

many LJ profile tags about a specific topic. We would then question such users about why

they selected certain thematic LJ profile tags, and what they feel motivated their behavior. We

combine these qualitative interviews with our quantitative analysis to understand in detail the

different interest alignments that users exhibit, and what has helped drive such behaviors.

3.5 Results

We use the data and work flow described above to uncover the variety of interest alignments

that people display, and study how each interest alignment relates to the amount of posts people

create, and how popular their posts are. We also discuss users’ perspectives on aligning their

profile interests to the interest they present in a community board.

3.5.1 Types of Interest Alignments

For this analysis we: (1) characterize users based on how much the interests they present on

the LJ community board match the interests they present on their LJ profiles; (2) cluster users

based on how well-aligned their profile and community board interests are; (3) quantify the

amount of users that belong to each cluster, and discuss their general characteristics, such as
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Figure 3.4: Percentage of users that belong to each cluster.

Figure 3.5: Number of posts created, and the average number of comments each of
their posts receives for all users in each cluster.

amount of content they contribute, how popular their posts are, and their perspectives, among

other traits.

We followed the work flow described in section Clustering based on Profile/Post Alignment,

and identified four clusters that describe the different types of interest alignments that people

exhibit. The traits of the users in each cluster are described below. We present in Figure 3.4

an overview of the percentage of users classified in each cluster. In Figure 3.5 we present the

number of posts the user produced, and the average number of comments that the user’s posts

received (i.e., how popular the person’s posts are.)
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• Cluster A (The Verifiers): These users (3% of all users) show for some interests an

alignment or a match, i.e., they present the interests on both the community board and on

their LJ profiles. However, on the community board they also present an interest for topics

never mentioned on their LJ profile, i.e., they also show a mismatch or nonalignment

between their interests. Per month they post on average about 4-5 different topics.

Their content tends to receive a slightly sub-average amount of comments, around 20

comments per post. In our interviews, these users expressed they generally strive to have

an alignment between their profile interests and the interests they present through their

posts (they believed the cases when the two did not match was accidental, they likely

forgot to include the interest in their profiles). They thought that having an alignment

between profile statements and board activity, facilitates social interactions as it helps to

authenticate the opinions of others: “people do not have to prove credentials [i.e.,

have interest alignments] before engaging in a topic online but it is nice when there’s

some evidence that they are authentic in what they are saying [...] Determining whether

a user is authentic or just a troll is difficult on the Internet.” 24, Female. This is in

line with previous findings on online dating and profiles [41], which uncovered that users

use different profile cues (signals) to determine the veracity of others’ claims. Given

this behavior of verifying the authenticity of other users, we name these users: “The

Verifiers.”

This cluster has users who clearly see value in keeping an alignment between their profiles

and their posts in a community board. However, notably, some interviewees felt they

benefited from the alignment mainly in the setting of online discussions. It is unclear

whether they would find such benefit in other settings: “For discussions I participate in

across the Internet, it is important [to have an alignment.] For what I surf/browse on

the Internet, I’m not sure. Youtube, hulu, and imgur are time consuming” 30, Female.

These users appear to want an alignment between their profiles and community board

activity to help their online audience put their opinions into context. They primarily
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use their profiles to authenticate the interests they present in online discussions: “The

authenticity of a user is important in determining whether to take them seriously or not

[...] I only presented what I think is the type of info people looking at my profile might

want to know.” 30, Female.

These users on average used only one LJ profile tag to disclose a particular interest.

Interviewees explained that having too many specific profile tags could be considered too

personal, limit connections, and even be a security risk: “Broader interests [profile tags]

are better because people who are checking out your profile usually don’t know you yet and

are just trying to get a quick, general idea of what you’re about. They aren’t ready for

your life story yet [...] Broader categories are also better to connect with a wider target

audience [...] In addition, broader is better for privacy reasons.” 24, Female.

This behavior of using broad profile tags might be what is affecting the amount of com-

ments their content receives. [44] found that users’ social connections can be limited if

they omit details on their online profiles.

• Cluster B (The Self-Interesters:) All of the interests these users (23% of all users)

present on the LJ community board are the same ones they present on their profile. Their

profile interests strongly match the interests they present in the community. Notably,

unlike the Verifiers who present through their posts an interest in 4-5 different topics per

month, these users typically only present through their posts an interest for one topic

per month, and it usually is the same across months. This one interest is persistently

presented. The majority of users from this cluster (98%,) presented an interest for topics

1 and 5. We find the people of this cluster tended to post almost daily about these

two topics. But note from Figure 3.5 that overall they produced fewer posts than the

Verifiers, and tended to receive slightly fewer comments.

Interviewees from this cluster explained they strive to have an alignment between their

profile interests and the interests they exhibit in a community board because they view
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their profiles, and posts as part of themselves. It is thus important to be linked

to content that matches who they are: “ I don’t make a lot of posts to communities, but

when I do make posts (or I repost or link on another site like facebook) it is almost always

on a topic that would appear in my interest tags. I made a promise to myself that I would

never lie about myself.” 28, Female.”

Over 40% of these users use surprisingly the most profile tags among ONTDP users to

display particular interests. For each of the topics presented on their LJ profile, they use

on average 10 unique tags to express an interest. We observed that for expressing an

interest in topic 1 this number grew to 14 profile tags per user. This is a relatively large

number, considering that most other users used only one or two profile tags to denote a

thematic interest.

Interviewees mentioned that they engage in this practice because they want their profiles

to reflect their life story truthfully and advocate their opinions. Their different profile

tags thus show how their opinions and feelings about particular interests have evolved

over time: “I promised myself that I would always be honest about who I am. It took me

a long time to come to terms with the fact that I was bisexual [...] My interest tags have

grown as I explored different fandoms and interests in my life. You’ll find pairings that

I read for different shows or books.[...] They [one particular set of tags about topic 5]

specifically date to dust up over slash and gender issues that the Harry Potter fandom

was dealing with several years ago [...] For me the tags are not just to define me/box me

in, but to express how I feel when it comes to certain issues [...] I picked up some of my

interest tags from other friends during a kerfuffle in the HP [Harry Potter] fandom a few

years ago. There was a bit of history in that fandom [...] of advocacy by interest tags.

As a way to voice displeasure with an outside group...” 28, Female.

Unlike the Verifiers, none of these interviewees reported analyzing other people’s profiles

or activity (i.e., posts or comments) to verify truthfulness. For these users, profiles and

online posts appear to be a much more personal experience. We conjecture these users
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show an alignment between their interests because they only engage with the things they

personally care about. The content they share has to match who they view themselves

to be: “I’m very open on the Internet (and offline if asked) about being bisexual. I

tend to gravitate towards groups and people that are at least open minded when it comes

to sexuality (groups like ontd p) and through them I’ve learned and become interested in

gender issues and identities as well. I will be more likely to read a story or a post, and

more likely to comment, if it concerns an area I have particular interest in.” 33, Female.

These users also never expressed an interest with sharing content that would be of interest

to the majority of the community board users. They were more concerned with sharing

content that was personally true to them. Given this behavior of posting primarily about

topics that were of their personal interest we name these users: “The Self-Interesters.”

It is interesting to observe that their content tends to receive below average number of

comments. Each of their posts receives on average 15 comments.

• Cluster C (The Content Hunters:) These users (59% of all users) have no align-

ment between their profile interests and the interests they present on the community

board. However, they surprisingly do have profile tags relevant to the interests that

other ONTDP users have frequently presented on the community board (mainly related

to the interests expressed by the Self-Interesters.) Interviewees from this cluster explained

they used their profile tags as a way to reach out to a certain type of individuals. That

might be why we observe that their profile interests match the interests of others: “my

interest tags are used to link me with people I can connect with. I joined LJ to interact

with people and I maxed out my list of interests towards the ends of casting a line to such

people [...] If there’s anything I enjoy more than being able to toss out an obscure-leaning

reference, it’s someone else being able to catch it.” 25, Female.

These users use their profile self presentations to socialize. They are not displaying

interests to be “true to themselves” or “show their life story,” but rather to connect
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with others. Interviewees mentioned they adapt their profile information to appeal to

more people: “...I try to make myself as ambiguous as possible. People think that to

have knowledge, experience, or authority, you have to be old. If I match my real profile

with my writing then people write it off because they put me in a “Young white writer”

bucket. That comes with the appropriate stigmas [...] I used to use my real name on LJ

and I didn’t receive very many comments. But then I changed my name to something

ambiguous and...well...“meanigful” then people started commenting on my things because

I was an idea not a person. I get around twice as many comments as “YYY” [his new

user name, edited for privacy reasons.]” 23, Male.

These users are willing to adapt what they display about themselves to socialize (connect)

with a larger audience. They want to contribute content that will be well received by

others. From Figure 3.5 we note that these users are actually the ones who contribute

the most content on ONTDP and also the most popular. Each of their posts received

on average 60 comments (almost three times the average.) The things they post on the

community board is content they consider to be relevant and interesting for their audience:

“The content I post is to help a certain type of person find news information...” 23, Male.

Interviewees thought that having profiles aligned with one’s community postings could

limit the way people express themselves. They also believed that on LJ, unlike certain

social networking sites, people were free to exhibit interests unrelated to their profiles: “I

don’t think it is too important [to have profiles that match one’s board activity.] When you

have personas to match your virtual self it becomes filtered, like in real life [...] There are

many things I post on LJ that I can’t post on facebook [...] With FB, I feel like I obviously

need to try to keep my virtual face intact. Which is why I don’t like it, it feels filtered [...]

but on LJ you can share whatever you want (to some extent) without repercussion [...]

on facebook, people care SO MUCH, because that is them...” 23, Male.

Users feel they can show without repercussion different interests in a LJ community

board and on their LJ profiles. This might explain why we see a great number exhibiting
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a mismatch between their profiles and board activity. Users feel free to tailor the interests

they display for each audience, and obtain high community participation in their content

(i.e., large number of comments.)

The need to cater to an audience, also made some users compete with others to find

and share content that the majority of the community members would appreciate: “...I

prefer to share good/cute/funny news stories and there sometimes aren’t a lot of those to

go around. Even when there are, I’ve been beaten to the draw several times by others who

found and submitted the story first. ” 25, Female.

Given this behavior of searching and posting content will appeal to the rest of the com-

munity we name these users: “The Content Hunters.”

These users appear to ascribe little value to having an alignment between the interests

they display on their profile, and the ones they display on a community board. They

probably benefit more from following the community’s norms, showing interest for

things the community cares about, and building connections and audiences through those

norms: “...John Smith [name changed for privacy reasons. The user used his real name

here.] can’t say Skrillexes Leaving EP is the best music made in the past ten years on FB

because the readership of FB won’t understand. So maybe it is the network I am in no so

much the person I created. Maybe I created a John to fit the network [audience]. In other

words, the John that fits into soundcloud is ZZZ [user’s soundcloud handle, changed for

privacy reasons] which is a totally different readership than the John on LJ...” 23, Male.

The community also appears to benefit from users whose displayed interests are adapted

to their audience. It is these users who create the largest community turnout.

• Cluster D (The Unique Contributors:) These users (15% of all users) also have no

alignment between their profile interests and the interests they present on the community

board. However, unlike the Content Hunters whose profile interests relate to those that

others have presented on the board, these persons present profile interests that hardly
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anyone posts about on ONTDP (mainly topics 9,10, and 11.)

Interviewees expressed they viewed their LJ profile tags more as a tool to give others

better navigation to their personal content (e.g., personal online journal.) “They [profile

tags] are literally only category names, like ones I would use to name files. I use them

[...] to provide easy navigation for visitors...” 27, Female.

Contrastingly, on the community board they personally contribute to some of the most

popular content (each user received approximately 33 comments per post, i.e. higher

than average.) They tended to generate fewer content than the Content Hunters, and

received also fewer comments on their posts. However, they received on average more

comments than the Verifiers and the Self-Interesters.

Interviewees explained that on ONTDP they were not driven to share content about

specific topics, but rather posted content when they felt they had something unique to

share with the community: “I am more likely to participate if I don’t see that my thoughts

have already been articulated by someone else [...] the topic of the post itself doesn’t

necessarily enter [...] It’s more to do with if I feel like my opinion is redundant or not

” 27, Female.

“...I don’t often engage, [...] because anything I could think to say would just be one more

voice in a chorus” 25, Female.

Given this behavior of trying to contribute unique content we name these users: “The

Unique Contributors.” The fact these users try to contribute unique novel content

that is of relevance to what the community currently is discussing might help them obtain

more comments than what the Verifiers and the Self-Interesters receive.

These interviewees never mentioned that they saw value in having profiles aligned with

their activity on a board. They considered that their profiles were one particular space

where they could express some of their interests, and the community board was simply

another space for expressing other interests: “I care about the subjects that get posted on
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ontd political, but that care doesn’t define me as a whole or the part of me I put online

any more than any other profile interest.” 30, Female.

These users use different online spaces to present different interests, to exhibit

different sides of themselves. Their online profiles are used more as a space to display

interests related to their personal life. The content they contribute to the community

is more attuned to what the community cares about, and whether they feel they have

something unique to add. They collaborate with others’ efforts to present unique per-

spectives.

We observe from this analysis that the Unique Contributors, and the Content Hunters con-

tributed the most popular content, and also the most content. It appears that users who tried

to have an alignment between their profiles and posts, were less in touch with their audience than

users who had no match between the two. The Verifiers and Self-Interesters never mentioned

that they posted content that appealed to others’ interests. They were more self conscious

about contributing content that showed who they really were. This might have resulted in

their content receiving fewer comments, as they might have posted about things uninteresting

to the rest of the community.

We believe that mismatches between one’s profile statements and one’s community board

activity emerge not because users want to deceive or engage in disorderly behavior. But rather

because users are in a “fast-paced” environment where they want to be the first to share content

that will be interesting to others. This drives users to present on the board interests that they

consider will appeal to their audience, even when they diverge from their profiles. These users

clearly have a good grasp about what other community members care about. They thus tailor

their interests to appeal to others, and obtain high participation in their content.

Our analysis shows that the users in each of the discovered clusters have signatures charac-

terizing their communication patterns. For instance, the Self-Interesters use many profile tags

to display their interests, and the posts they contribute always match their profile statements.

Furthermore, we note from Figure 3.5 that the amount of content and popularity that peo-
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ple’s posts create also varies among clusters. Compare in Figure 3.5, e.g., the Content Hunters

and Self-Interesters. Given that social roles are typically defined as a set of unique connected

behaviors conceptualized by people in social situations [66], we note that by studying users’

self-presentation patterns across online spaces, we may begin to uncover users’ social roles.

3.6 Limitations

Our proposed work flow for contrasting users’ forms of interest expression via topic modeling

techniques has some limitations. First, the state-of-the-art of topic modeling oftentimes only

partially captures human intuition of topics and relevance. Second, topic modeling cannot

identify users’ playfulness, satire, or snarkiness for presenting their interests. For our setting,

we argue that while these shortcomings may add a bit of noise to our data they do not invalidate

our findings because we study the relative comparison of how users present their interests for

different topics under different contexts. Therefore, computational issues related to incorrectly

matching a particular profile tag to a topic, or not identifying that a certain tag was satirical,

will likely impact equally all topics and all tags.

We use Freebase to augment users’ profile tags, and better interpret them. But, profile tags

can be ambiguous. It is possible we assigned Freebase definitions that were not what the user

intended, thus affecting our analysis. However, to counter this limitation we triangulated our

results with semi-structured interviews with LJ users, who provided rich descriptions of how

they engage with their profile tags to present their interests. Note that the semi-structured

interviews also help overcome the limitations of not being able to detect users’ playfulness and

satire.

We also acknowledge that working with one particular online community and service does

not necessarily provide generalizable results about the human behaviors we observe. However,

since this area of research had not been investigated in depth before, we believe that examining

the behavior of a subset of the online population a valuable starting point. It let us explore how
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much users’ profiles align with the content they post in a board, and study how these different

alignments relate to the amount and popularity of created content.

3.7 Discussion and Future Directions

In this paper, we investigated how the interests people explicitly listed on their profiles

align with those implicitly expressed through their online posts. We studied how these different

alignments relate to people’s motivations, the amount of content people post on a community

board, and the amount of popularity their posts garner from others.

We have shown that users who exhibit a mismatch between their profile statements and

posts, generally contribute the most popular content and also the most content. They tend to

understand the community, and adapt the interests they display on the board to be meaningful

to others. It is interesting that some of these users reported adopting different “personas” per

social network. This might hint at the possibility that we should think about designing systems

that focus not so much about who the user is sharing with, but rather who she shares as. What

role is the user currently playing, and how can we design systems that support users’ role play?

There might be value, e.g., in designing systems that can automatically detect users’ roles,

and identify ways to assist users in the tasks they perform when in that role. The Content

Hunters, e.g., could benefit from tools that help them find new content that will be interesting

for other community members; whereas the Self-Interesters might want tools that inform them

of board discussion opportunities where they could share their political convictions or opinions.

Users in general, might also benefit from data visualizations that inform them of others’ roles.

This could provide the “authentication” that some desire when engaging in online discussions.

Providing such cues could also facilitate collaborations, as users would be more aware of the

motivations, and unique traits their peers bring to the table. This can ultimately help users

strategize their collaborations.

We are moving toward a point of persistent online identities. Some practitioners believe
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that every single piece of online content users have ever contributed, should be tied to their

real identity and be reflected on their profiles [67]. Proponents postulate that this will create

better, more trusting and healthier online interactions, as users will have to be accountable for

their content, and think twice before contributing things that could harm others. However,

our study revealed that users who worried about how their posts related back to their profile,

usually did not contribute the most popular content. It is therefore possible, that if we create

scenarios where users are forced to think how all their posts will tie back to them, they might

become more self-conscious about the content they share, and less attuned to sharing things

that could be of interest to others. This can ultimately affect the amount of participation that

a community board receives, and thus, possibly shorten the community’s life.

It is also interesting to reflect that some users (the Unique Contributors) thought that

different online spaces (e.g., profiles and community boards,) could and should present differ-

ent aspects of themselves. We believe that instead of designing more systems that augment

users’ profiles based on their online activity [48], there is likely more value in creating systems

that support those users who would like to present different aspects of themselves to different

audiences. Such systems could provide socially aware profiles, or “presentation-cards” that

depending on the viewer showcased different facets of the user.

Our study shows that users had very different types of alignments between their profile

interests and the interests they showed in a community board. For instance, although the

Content Hunters and the Unique Contributors users both had interests that were unaligned,

Content Hunters displayed profile interests that were meant to appeal to others, while Unique

Contributors presented more of their own personal interests on their profiles. We believe that

a key to online collaborations is creating an environment of fluid presentation, where users can

decide to post, e.g., with their real names but fake interests, or with a nick name and real

interests, among other options. We consider it important to give users choices of how they

present themselves online. For certain contexts, users might adopt a particular role and might

not want their profile information to be linked to their activities. Not because they are involved
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in malicious activities, but because their personal profile information might be irrelevant and

obstruct the role they want to portray, or the online contributions they want to make.

As the large Internet contenders, such as Facebook and Google, evolve the type of on-

line presentations users maintain throughout their online interactions, it becomes increasingly

important to understand how users mesh the way they present themselves in different online

spaces, and how this relates to the amount of content they contribute, and to their content’s

popularity. We believe our study can provide an initial informed foundation to better under-

stand this phenomenon.
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Chapter 4

Online Audiences in Adverse Spaces

4.1 Introduction

Militias have historically been defined as a group of three or more concerned citizens who are

non-professional fighters, but have entered a combat situation to defend their community [68].

This can include the community’s people, territory, property or laws. As social media adoption

spreads, militias have started to make use of these networked platforms for organizational

purposes [69, 70, 71]. From militia groups in Somalia to right-wing militias in the US, social

media has become part of their communication strategy. Weeber et al., for example, argued that

US militias find internet technologies appealing because these technologies are user-friendly,

reliable, and free [70]. Similarly, Crothers [69] found that militias take advantage of social

media to publicize their ideas and even raise funds. More recently, Weimann [71] examined how

militias use social media to carry out some of their main goals, such as distributing propaganda

or identifying potential supporters.

Civilians, not necessarily affiliated with militias, have also been using social media to ame-

liorate the disruptions that warfare brings to their lives [72, 73]. For instance, citizens going

This work was published in CSCW: ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
2015 [7]. Special thanks to Andres Monroy for his valuable contributions to this research.
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through the perils of the Iraq War formed online networks that exhibited resilience properties

such as self-organization, reconfigurability, and redundancy [72]. Similarly, in the case of the

drug war, previous work has examined how residents of communities afflicted by the violence

used Twitter to form alert networks and help one another identify potential danger on the

streets [73].

In this paper, we focus on the relationship between militia-related groups and online audi-

ences over social media. Previous work on militia communication practices has identified that

the goals of these groups, especially when engaging in public channels, are to popularize their

ideas and recruit new militants [74, 70]. With that in mind, we examine which ideas are most

“popular,” and which posts “recruit” participants by engaging them in conversation. We guide

our exploration of militia groups on social media with the following research questions:

1. What content do these groups share online, and how does their audience react to such

content?

2. What content attracts new active audience members?

3. What are common attributes of the most active audience members?

4. What are the characteristics of the most popular content?

We explore these research questions using nine months of data from a Facebook page titled

“Valor por Michoacán SDR (VXM), which translates as “Courage for Michoacán.” This page

was created to inform people of “unsafe situations” or “situaciones de riesgo” (SDR) in the

central state of Michoacán. Shortly after its creation, the page started to focus on the activities

of the self-defense forces [75], a new militia movement that emerged in the region.

The movement of the self-defense forces began in 2011 when a group of vigilantes from

the town of Cheran in Michoacán expelled a band of illegal loggers backed by the drug cartel

of “La Familia” [76]. This uprising became one of the first cases of ordinary citizens joining

forces to challenge the powerful drug cartels. Two years later, new armed groups known as
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the autodefensas (self-defense forces) emerged in the same state but much stronger and better

organized —and, some argued, with backing from wealthy ranchers [77]. The self-defense forces

gained national and international attention after successfully taking over a number of bigger

towns previously controlled by the Knights Templar cartel, a spin-off of the La Familia cartel

[77, 76]. Although the self-defense forces are a decentralized movement composed of multiple

smaller groups, each with their own idiosyncrasies, they share the belief that the government

is unable to stop the cartels and bring safety to their towns. Thus, they decided to take action

and fight the drug cartels themselves [76].

It is important to indicate that although the VXM Facebook page documents the activities

of the Michoacán self-defense forces, often with access to seemingly privileged information [78],

the connection between the page and the militias has not been made official. Furthermore, the

administrators of the page remain anonymous. News media in the country, however, often refer

to the VXM page as the militias’ social media presence [75, 79]. The page is also usually one

of the first to provide on-site reports about the militias’ battles [78].

We characterize the content that VXM shares and its audience’s participation using analyt-

ical techniques similar to those for examining discourse between politicians and their audiences

[80, 81]. Our aim is to explore the context under which militia-related content gains attention

and to investigate the behavioral patterns of VXM’s active audience. In particular, we focus on

the topics, locations, public figures, and organizations to which the posts or comments refer. We

explore topics, organizations, and public figures because they provide a window into people’s

interests and issues they may want to make more prominent or de-emphasize [81]. For instance,

perhaps the most active audience members emphasized certain social aspects of the situation in

Michoacán. Additionally, geographical locations can help to further profile and contextualize

people’s discourse [80].

We discuss our findings by exploring the factors that have been used previously to interpret

the online activity of militias and other social movements [70]. For instance, we examined the

role that information and communication technologies play in mobilizing individuals and in
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helping people narrate or frame their reality [82].

Through our study, we reveal how VXM and its audience appear to be constructing a

participatory space where they collectively define important events and public figures. Together

VXM and its audience propose solutions to the problems they recognize, and specify what each

person can do to transform the situation in Michoacán. We also identify the techniques VXM is

apparently using to mobilize its audience for offline collective efforts. Our case study highlights

how technology is transforming who can frame the narrative of a region and facilitate the

mobilization of individuals for collective efforts.

4.2 Related Work

We position our work within the area of social computing and collective action, particularly

focusing on social movements. Social movements are defined as organized collective activities

which take place outside political structures, but attempt to transform existing political, eco-

nomic, or societal structures [82]. Militias are considered to be a type of social movement [69].

The literature [82, 83] has identified three universal themes that recur across all social move-

ments: mobilizing structures, opportunity structures, and framing processes. We use these

themes to discuss and interpret our results, while building on previous work.

Mobilizing Structures: mechanisms through which information communication tech-

nologies (ICTs) facilitate mobilizing people to promote an ideology, or political cause [82]. For

instance, in the Arab Spring and Occupy movements, people used social media to mobilize

crowds for street rallies or protests. Facebook also facilitated the mobilization of political

activists in Palestine by letting people link their private life with political activities [84]. Ad-

ditionally, digital platforms such as Turkopticon allow workers to mobilize themselves around

workers’ problems and hold employers accountable for their actions [85].

Opportunity Structures: characteristics of a social system that facilitate or hinder the

activity of a social movement [82]. For instance, in the Israel-Palestine conflict, the Israeli
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Posts 6,901
VXM Fans 158,000
Participants (active audience size) 127,374
Comments 108,967
Post Likes 1,481,008
Reshares 364,660

Table 4.1: VXM Data.

policy of not licensing Palestinian 3G providers has become an opportunity structure because

it forces Palestinian activists to invest more money in providing internet via landlines, and

limits how their movement operates [84]. Online donation campaigns also take advantage of

the immediate emotions after a disaster or of friendships to harvest higher levels of participation

and donations [86].

Framing Processes: ways to interpret reality where one’s individual experiences are la-

beled within the experiences of society [87, 82]. In social movements, frames represent a set

of beliefs and meanings that help to legitimate and motivate the actions of the group. Frames

usually emerge by negotiating a shared meaning. Diamond et al. [87] found that people used

social media to crowd-source framing processes, and collectively create an interpretation of

street harassment.

4.3 Data collection and analysis

Using the public Facebook API, we collected nine months of posts, comments, likes, and

reshares from the VXM page. The data collection took a snapshot of all activity starting from

August 14, 2013 to the date of data collection, May 7, 2014. The details of the dataset are

shown in Table 4.1.

Content Analysis

In order to obtain a descriptive assessment of the VXM page content, we extracted common

topics, organizations, and public figures referenced in the posts. First, we familiarized ourselves

with the VXM page by frequently reading its posts and exchanging notes and observations.
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Topics: We used a grounded theory approach [88] to identify the main topics in VXM’s

posts (Table 4.2). We started by independently extracting topics from a set of 200 randomly

selected posts. Then, we analyzed the emerging topics and adjusted the list accordingly. Finally,

we looked at a set of 500 randomly selected posts and produced a final list of mutually exclusive

topics.

We used oDesk to hire three Spanish-speaking, college- educated people to categorize the

VXM posts independently. First, we asked two coders to categorize each of the 6,901 posts

using the topics listed in Table 4.2. We asked the coders to pick the “most relevant” topic for

each post. The two coders agreed on 6,080 posts (Cohen’s kappa: 0.54). We then asked the

third coder to label the 821 posts upon which the first two coders had disagreed. We then used

a “majority rule” approach to determine the topic for those posts.

Public Figures and Organizations: We identified posts that referred to each of the

organizations and public figures involved in the conflict, from public officials to cartel members

to militia leaders. We manually created a list of full, common, and nicknames and then identified

posts that mentioned any of the names. We collected the names from Wikipedia and from

Proceso magazine. We used the Wikipedia articles, “Caballeros Templarios Knights Templar

cartel” and “Grupos de Autodefensa Comunitaria Self-Defense Forces,” written both in English

and Spanish, to manually identify all relevant proper names. We did the same with Proceso

articles. We used Proceso’s online search to find articles related to the militias using the

keywords autodefensas and caballeros templarios. We went through each of the articles that

appeared in the first page of the search results. We then added or merged the alternate names

for each person, both shorter and nicknames. For example, “Estanislao Beltran” was also

known as “Papa Smurf,” and “Jose Manuel Mireles Valverde” was usually referred to as just

“Mireles.”

Audience Participation Patterns We examined the behaviors exhibited by the VXM

audience, particularly the commenting behavior of the most active audience members (the

outliers). We focused on comments because they typically take more time to produce than a
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Figure 4.1: Overview of VXM’s posting behavior and audience’s activity. In Figure
4.1a, spikes indicate an increase in the daily number of posts; in Figure 4.1b, they
show an increase in the daily number of audience likes, comments, and reshares per
post. Together, VXM and its audience appear to signal when there are major events
in Michoacán.

“like” and can provide clues to how dedicated a person is in a political/social movement [89].

We identified VXM’s highly active participants by finding those individuals whose number

of comments was higher than three times the standard deviation (normal procedure to find

outliers.) We then profiled the behavior of these outliers by analyzing their total number of

comments and the type of public figures and organizations they mentioned. For this purpose,

we first grouped all of the public figures and organizations in our list based on their affiliation

(i.e., type.) For instance, “Mireles” and “Papa Smurf” are grouped together because both

were members of self-defense forces. We obtained the affiliations using data from the Proceso

and Wikipedia articles mentioned earlier. We assumed that a public figure could have only one

affiliation. Through this process, we identified four main types of public figures and organiza-

tions: government, militia, drug cartel, and journalist (news reporters), and classified each of

the public figures in our list into one of these types.

Next, we measured how often each highly active participant mentioned each public figure

in their comments. We then used a probabilistic model to implicitly calculate the degree to

which they mentioned a certain type of public figure:

P (o, T ) =
∑
f∈F

P (o)P (f |o)P (T |f), (4.1)
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where P (o, T ) is the probability outlier o mentions a certain type of public figures T given her

comments; P (o) = n−1 is the probability of selecting outlier o; n is the total number of outliers;

P (f |o) = m−1 is the probability of public figure f appearing in the comments of outlier o; m

is the total number of words that outlier o has used in her comments; P (T |f) = 1, when the

public figure f is of type T or zero otherwise.

For each highly active participant, we calculated their P (o, T ) for all types of public figures

and formed a vector representing how often the participant mentioned each type. The size of

each vector will correspond to the number of types— in this study, the size is four. These

vectors help profile the behavior of the most active audience members in terms of the number

of comments and words they produced, and the type of public figures they mentioned in their

comments.

We used the vectors to cluster outliers and uncover the different behavioral patterns of the

most active audience members. For instance, people who mentioned government public figures

more than they mentioned militias might be clustered together. We use mean shift algorithm

[63] to group together similar vectors and discover clusters of people. We opted to use mean

shift algorithm because it is based on a nonparametric density estimation, and therefore we

would not need to know the number of clusters beforehand (unlike K-means.) Instead, we let

mean shift algorithm discover the clusters from our data. The clusters represent the different

behavioral patterns that the most-active audience members exhibited.

We then looked at the characteristics of people in each cluster, particularly (1) the number

of comments and words used; (2) the percentage of comments that mention certain type of

public figures; and (3) the percentage of comments that reference locations. For the last, we

identified comments when each person mentioned a city or town in Michoacán. We used a list

from the National Institute of Statistics and Geography to identify comments that referenced

such locations. We examined mentioned locations for contextualization purposes only; the

clusters were primarily groupings of individuals based on their number of comments, wording,

and public figures referenced.
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4.4 Results

R1: The VXM Content and Audience Participation

Our first research question explored the type of content that militia-related groups share

online, and how unaffiliated civilians respond to, participate in, or interact with such content.

For this purpose, we examined (1) the daily activity of VXM and its audience; (2) the public

figures that VXM covered; and (3) the topics VXM discussed with its audience.

1. Daily Activity: We plotted the daily number of VXM posts (Figure 4.1a) and audience

participation (likes, comments, and reshares) per post (4.1b). We used this first analysis as an

overview of how active the page and audience are.

Figure 4.1 shows that audience activity per post increased over time, especially in 2014,

whereas VXM posting behavior stayed relatively constant. However, both audience and VXM

administrators spiked in daily activity. For both, most of the peaks corresponded to times

when major offline events occurred in Michoacán, especially events concerning the militias. For

instance, on January 14, 2014, the day the Army entered the town of Apatzingan to disarm the

self-defense forces, both the number of posts on the page and the number of times the audience

participated per post spiked.

What is particularly fascinating is that the audience also exhibited spikes not related to

VXM’s posting behavior. For instance, on February 8, 2014 when the militia took over the

Knights Templar headquarters, the audience had one of its largest activity spikes, whereas

VXM did not increase its number of posts during that time. The audience might help to

provide a more complete picture of when important events are transpiring in Michoacán. We

question, however, why VXM only increased its number of posts during some of the militia’s

major events. Could VXM be posting selectively?

2. Public Figures: To inspect further the type of content VXM shares and how its

audience reacts, we analyzed the top 10% of names VXM mentioned and studied how the

audience responded to these references.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the total number of posts VXM created about each public figure
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or organization and compares it with the subject’s popularity, measured in terms of the total

number of likes, comments, and reshares the content received. Each color-coded point represents

a public figure or organization. The X axis represents the number of posts about the public

figure or organization; and the Y axis, the public figures’ popularity. A larger X value represents

more mentions by VXM page administrators; a larger Y value represents more popularity with

the audience.

Figure 4.2 shows that public figures and organizations that VXM mentioned most often

were not actually the most popular with VXM’s audience. We also observed that the audi-

ence appeared to be more participatory with posts that referenced individuals, rather than

organizations. For instance, posts mentioning Knights Templar’ leader “La Tuta’ ’ and posts

mentioning “Papa Smurf” were much more popular than posts referencing “Knights Templar”

or “Self-Defense Forces.”

What is surprising about Figure 4.2 is that although Mora was the militia leader to whom

VXM gave the most coverage, Mora was not the most popular. The most popular was actually

the other militia leader, Papa Smurf, whom VXM hardly covered. Papa Smurf’s popularity

might be due to the deal he negotiated with the government in which the self-defense forces
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officially became a rural police force [77].

It appears again that the audience is helping to provide a more thorough picture of who

and what matters in Michoacán. Together, VXM administrators and its audience might be

framing what important events are taking place in Michoacán.

Topic Sample Post

Online activity:information on the nature
of the VXM page, pointers to other reliable
social media sources, and tips.

“If you want to make any complaints about
things occurring in your town, try not to
publish it on the Facebook wall, send us a
private message instead. It is for your own
SAFETY. You can also create a fake profile
and send to us the complaint, although we
will never share your identity.”

Critiques: criticism of people or organiza-
tions, clearly targeted to attack.

“What do you guys think of this shame-
less governor, who is a nobody, who wants
to report the brave people that told him
his truths? Fausto Vallejo [governor of Mi-
choacán] you don’t serve as a governor, you
are a NOBODY!”

Propaganda: Patriotic or nationalistic
messages used to promote or publicize a po-
litical cause or point of view.

No more impunity! we see a Michoacán that
wants justice that has a hunger for true jus-
tice. Only the people can save the people!

News reports: factual reports, and alerts.
Occasionally, the messages include commen-
tary of how the report could impact the
reader, or actions the reader could take in
relation to the report.

“#SDRLosReyes there is a confrontation,
the Knights Templar are attacking in Los
Reyes through different entrances. Please
alert others who pass those zones. If you
have a gun please come help the militias.”

Missing people and obituaries: Reports
regarding runaways, possible kidnappings,
and deaths.

“#MissingPerson #Morelia, Michoacán His
name is Jose Manuel Molinero Ruiz.”

Table 4.2: Description and sample post of the topics covered by VXM.

3. Topics: We next examined the type of topics the VXM page presented (Table 4.2,) and

how much coverage the page gave to each (Figure 4.3).

The dominate topic VXM covered was objective news reports. A distinctive trait of these

reports was that they usually made requests to the public for some sort of action. For instance,

the following VXM post reported a robbery in the town of Los Reyes and asked the public to

help identify the criminals: “#LosReyes there was a burglary in the jewelry shop in downtown

Los Reyes today at 7 pm. Please check out the YouTube video. If anyone can identify the

criminals, please report them via private message.”

These posts occasionally also included advice for keeping safe: “#Apatzingan in the dance

club Layon the organized crime [Knights Templar] is having an event. WE RECOMMEND

NOT ATTENDING. IT IS FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY. The club is full of dangerous people.”

VXMs news reporting appears to be factual and caring at the same time. This type of reporting
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might help the page have a much deeper connection with its audience and facilitate working

together towards a common goal [90].

Providing news reports aligned with the page’s description in its “About” section: “Here [at

VXM] we provide and follow reports about dangerous situations occurring in Michoacán. ...We

give coverage to events which take place in the state of Michoacán and are of social interest.”

What is interesting is that VXM also conducted activities not reported in its description, such

as sharing propaganda or providing subjective critiques. Of note, VXM incorporated the latter

type of content in a subtler way. Only around 10% of all VXM posts were actually propaganda

or critiques.

Communication research has shown that it is hard for a message to reach people who are

not already in favor of the views the message presents [91]. Thus, for speakers who want to

plant their own ideas into an audience, the most effective way is to do it subtly, so that the

audience is unaware that a report or commentary is actually indoctrination [92]. Similarly,

if VXM only shared propaganda or critiques, the number of people interested in their content

could decrease. Subtly sharing indoctrination types of messages might be an effective technique

VXM administrators use to maintain their large audience while still promoting their own ideas

or opinions.

Another interesting topic the VXM page covered was online activity. These posts tried to

explain the online dynamics of the page, such as what type of online content audiences should

expect from the page (e.g., news reports), social media sources the page trusted, and how

audiences should conduct themselves on the page. The last item focused primarily on giving

tips on how people should present themselves online if they decide to participate in VXM.

This topic resembles a theme seen recently in social media content from terrorist groups [71].

Because of the potential danger of being caught, terrorists advise their audiences how to connect

to their YouTube videos and present themselves online (e.g., with fake accounts), and which

other internet pages are trustworthy allies. Clearly, VXM is not at all related to terrorism.

However, there can be value in studying their online activity under the lens of terrorism,
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the percentage of posts VXM creates about each topic. VXM
primarily provides News Reports. However, occasionally it shares Critiques and Pro-
paganda. It also provides space for its audience by sharing their missing-persons
reports, obituaries, and explaining how to keep safe online.

especially given the high risks also associated with participating in VXM. The public figures that

VXM covered were notoriously dangerous (e.g., drug cartel members). Thus, VXM, just like

the terrorists, needed to advise its audience on how to interact in such a potentially dangerous

online space. Note that the page is an adverse space not necessarily because of its heated

discussions, but because drug cartel members could easily eavesdrop on the page’s content and

violently target audience members whose comments they do not like. It is compelling that

VXM makes an effort to explain the page dynamics to its audience and tries to keep them safe.

One topic that was hardly covered by the page (2% of all posts) but was nonetheless very

fascinating was the topic of missing people and obituaries. The page not only provided reports

about major events occurring in Michoacán, but also provided a space where people could

report loved ones that had gone missing, run away, or recently passed away. The VXM page

administrators created a space that let people mourn their losses and help each other when

they suffered personal family tragedies or emergencies. Thus, VXM appeared socially engaged

with its community.

R2: The VXM Newcomers

Our second research question explored the context under which people started participat-

ing in an online space linked to militias. We examined the per-day number of people who

participated for the first time with VXM.
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Figure 4.4: Number of daily new participants. In general, the page saw an increased
number of new participants whenever there were major offline events.

Figure 4.4 shows number of new participants (newcomers) who either liked or commented

on VXM page content. Most of the peaks in the number of daily newcomers correspond to

major offline events that occurred in Michoacán, especially militia-related events.

For instance, around the time the militias took over the Knights Templar’s headquarters on

February 8, 2014, the number of newcomers increased. This increase during major offline events

might explain the increase in audience participation during the same periods. New, external

people suddenly participating in the page could be helping to provide a more complete picture

of when there are important offline events in Michoacán.

R3: Behavioral Patterns of the Most Active Audience

This research question aimed to investigate the behavioral patterns exhibited by VXM’s

most active audience members. Using the procedure described in “Audiences Participation

Patterns,” we found that VXM’s most active participants (282 individuals) exhibited three

distinct behaviors (i.e., we discovered three clusters).

Cluster A (Drug Cartel Savvy): All individuals in this cluster (33% of the most active)

referenced primarily public figures related to drug cartels. On average, each of these individ-

ual’s comments referenced drug cartels (67%), government (12%), and militias (8%), with no

comments mentioning journalists. This apparent knowledge about drug cartels led us to name

people in this cluster the “Drug Cartel Savvy.” Drug Cartel Savvy contributed a median of
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Figure 4.5: Overview of people’s start date and the number of comments they gener-
ated. The most active audience members started participating either from the start
or when the militias had an offline event.

112 comments; each comment had an average of 36 words (compared with 2 comments, 10

words from average participants, who never mentioned any public figures). Drug Cartel Savvy

contributed the largest number and the longest comments of all the behavioral clusters. Sample

comments include, “Yeah right, as if the Templar [Knights Templar] were so innocent. He [the

Knights Templar leader] claims they’re not stealing or blackmailing us. I think we need to tell

la Tuta [Knights Templar leader] what his boys are up [to]. My mom would say that skunks

don’t realize how much they stink!”

Forty percent of each of these individual’s comments referenced towns in Michoacán (average

users never mentioned locations). They also referenced the most locations of all the cluster

types. A sample comment with locations: “Right now it is confirmed that Tepalcatepec and

Buenavista have those signs [signs that say a town was freed from the Knights Templar]. They

look beautiful! I feel pride whenever I see them. God bless the brave people of my neighborhood

Loma Blanca! [neighborhood in Tepalcatepec, Michoacán].”

Cluster B (Government Gossipers): All of these audience members (66% of the most

active) mentioned primarily government figures and related organizations in their comments.

On average, each of these individuals’ comments referenced the government (28%), militias

(23%), drug cartels (5%), journalists (1%), and towns or cities (4%). This apparent interest in

discussing the government led us to name people in this cluster the “Government Gossipers.”

Government Gossipers contributed a median of 64 comments; each comment averaged 12 words.

Government Gossipers contributed the least content of the three clusters. However, the majority
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of the most active audience belonged to this cluster. Sample comments include, “Oh yeah, but

fucking Karam [Attorney General] claims he already rescued Michoacán. Dirty old liar! He and

EPN [President] are a disgrace!”

“Come on brothers, don’t give up! EPN [President] will just have to learn what the people

can do together!”

We also found that a few (1%) of the Government Gossiper accounts tended to share the

exact same comment many times. For instance, “We need to be united as a country, and help

the people in Michoacán. The government has committed many injustices against the militias,

like throwing them in jail. God isnt with the corrupt. God will not help them.”

“Even the drug cartels confirm that they are funded by high ranked US officials. Do you

guys think they’ll share this on TV?! It is our responsibility to distribute and share this!”

This behavior resembles how people use Twitter in war environments where there is a

tendency for redundancy [72].

Cluster C (Geographers Michoacanos): These audience members (1% of the most

active) did not reference any of the public figures we had on our list. However, they did

mention locations. Each person, on average, had some mention or reference to towns and

cities in Michoacán in 20% of their comments. We thus decided to name people in this cluster

“Geographers Michoacanos.” Although they did not mention the most locations (Drug Cartel

Savvy referenced more), they were the only ones who mentioned locations without apparently

involving drug cartels, militias, or the government. The Geographers Michoacanos contributed

a median of 74 comments; each comment averaged 17 words. A sample comment: “Michoacán

is home to brave, patriotic, and hard working people. In Nueva Valladolid [former town in

Michoacán] the first university of all of Latin America was built. The priest Miguel Hidalgo

[historical figure] also studied in Nueva Valladolid, today Morelia, [capital of Michoacán].”

All of the clusters had audience members with varied start dates. Even the Geographers

Michoacanos had accounts that started when the page was founded through the middle of 2014.

Figure 4.5 illustrates how much each audience members commented, given their start dates.
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Figure 4.6: Number of likes and comments for all posts, size of a point is directly
correlated with the number of reshares of a post. The most popular content was
published during major offline events of the militias.

The X axis shows the date of first comment on VXM; the Y axis shows the number of comments

contributed. We highlighted the audience members we considered for this analysis. Note that

the majority of the most active participants appear to have started contributing either when

the page was first founded or during a major offline event.

R4: Content Popularity This research question examined some traits of the content

that became the most popular in militia-affiliated online spaces; that is, content that received

the most number of likes, comments, and reshares. Figure 4.6 illustrates the number of likes,

comments, and reshares of each VXM post. The X axis shows the number of comments the

post received; the Y axis, the number of likes. The size of the circle relates to the number of

reshares; the larger the circle, the more the post was reshared. We defined VXM’s most popular

content as the posts whose total number of likes, comments, and reshares deviated by three

times the standard deviation. We labeled the most popular posts alphabetically and examined

a few of their characteristics (Table 4.3).

In general, VXM’s most popular content emerged during the militias’ most important offline

events. For instance, over half of the most popular content was created around January 15,

2014, the day the self-defense militias had their biggest confrontation with the government,

who wanted to disarm them. The other half of the most popular content was created around

February 8, 2014, the day the militias triumphantly entered Apatzingan, a town that had been

considered to be the Knights Templar headquarters.
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LabelPost Description

A Video of a solider killing an un-
armed civilian who supported the
militias. (Jan 15)

B Post announcing that the militias
took over the Knights Templar
headquarters. (Feb 8)

C Post describing the type of hard-
ships the militias and people in
Michoacán have endured against
the Knights Templar. (Jan 15)

D Video of a corrupt police officer.
(Feb 8)

E Video explaining the militias’ mo-
tives for fighting. (Jan 19)

F Video of Father Goyo (priest and
militia member) justifying the
militias’ actions. (Jan 14)

G Video of Michoacán’s youth ex-
plaining they are tired of living
in the violence generated by the
Knights Templar. ( Feb 6)

H Photo of Father Goyo asking
civilians to take action against
the drug cartels. (Feb 8)

I Photo of Father Goyo crying be-
cause the government wants to
disarm the militias. (Jan 18)

Table 4.3: Characteristics of the most popular content. The most popular content
was published during major offline events of the militias.
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The high number of likes, comments, and reshares exhibited during these periods might

be due to the increase in newcomers (see Figure 4.4). Content published during major offline

events is likely seen by a larger audience and can become popular more easily.

4.5 Discussion

We analyze our results using the universal themes that usually recur across all social move-

ments: framing processes, mobilizing structures, and opportunity structures [82, 83].

Framing Processes. Through our case study, we observed that VXM page administrators

appeared to: (1) structure and narrate meaning for particular events, public figures, and social

life; (2) diagnose what things might need alteration in Michoacán; and (3) propose solutions to

the diagnosed problems and, in the process, specify what people can do.

The VXM page administrators are likely framing a shared understanding of the situation

in Michoacán with their audience. Such narrative has also been found in the online activity of

US militias [93]. However, what is particularly fascinating here is that the audience appears to

be helping to construct the narrative as well. For instance, we saw how the audience eventually

took hold of the space that VXM had set up and massively participated whenever there were

major offline events. The audience helped to provide a more complete picture of what was

taking place in Michoacán. It was not necessary for VXM to give wide coverage to a certain

event or public figure; instead, on its own, the audience adopted the space and participated

extensively. The audience appeared to dictate, by itself, what was important.

This behavior has also surfaced in other online spaces. For instance, in “Hollaback!” [87],

it was the online audience who defined the meaning behind street harassment. In a Facebook

group set up to discuss the Coffee Party in the US, certain audience members assumed advo-

cacy roles and extensively supported certain issues [94]. Group administrators, in fact, usually

provide no input. Traditionally, it had been up to the organization’s leaders (e.g., page admin-

istrators) or people in power to structure and define what matters. Technology, however, is
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empowering audiences to establish for themselves what is noteworthy.

Mobilizing Structures. We witnessed that VXM was fostering solidarity with its audience

by providing safety advice and even assisting them during personal family troubles (e.g., when

a loved one passed away). Research on social movements has found that in order to mobilize

people and produce action, it is first necessary to establish a certain degree of solidarity [70]. It

is likely that the time and space that the VXM administrators are dedicating to their audience

is helping them create a highly participatory environment. Note that some of these solidarity

conducts resemble online strategies that politicians have adopted to encourage participation

from citizens [81].

Through our study, we also saw that offline events appeared to be important for mobilizing

new participants and popularizing VXM’s content. This behavior resembles what has been

observed on Twitter [95], where people who joined that service during an emergency event or

mass convergence usually became long-term adopters of the technology. Offline events, and

the numerous polemics that surround them, might help audiences concentrate on what truly

matters to them. This, in turn, is likely helping to massively increase people’s participation in

the page. We believe that, in the end, the skillful use of offline events could play a major role

in pumping new life into an online group or movement.

Opportunity Structures. Our study revealed that some of VXM’s most active partici-

pants used the page to actively discuss the drug cartels and the government. There are likely

several explanations for this behavior. Smelser [96] identified that social strains (i.e., impair-

ments in the relationship between two actors) usually prompt collective action, and the type

of strain generally defines the type of collective action that will emerge. In this study, it is

likely that these audience members have a strain with the drug cartels or the government that

led them to participate extensively and even exhibit distinct behavioral patterns in VXM. The

strains might actually be an opportunity for VXM to recruit highly active participants.

It could also be worth thinking about the role these highly participatory citizens might play

in Michoacán or in the country in the long run. Maruyama et al. [97] found that the people
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who participated on Twitter during a debate were more likely to change their vote in a political

election. Their work argued that to take part in an online discussion, people need to process

the related information more elaborately; and this could lead to changes in their offline actions.

Currently, the offline consequences of citizen participation in militia-affiliated online spaces are

unclear. Future work could explore the offline effects that are surfacing from online spaces such

as the VXM page.

4.6 Limitations

We acknowledge that working with a Facebook page linked to one particular milita group

does not necessarily provide generalizable results about the human behaviors we observed. How-

ever, since this area of research has not been investigated in depth before, we believe examining

the behavior of a subset of the online population to be a valuable starting point. It allowed us

to explore how militia-related content is presented to an audience, and how audiences interact

with and participate in such content.

4.7 Design Implications

Our results raise the question of whether showing the framings constructed by an audience

could benefit social media. Summaries of an audience’s constructs could certainly help historians

make better sense of a social movement or politically charged event. Audience participation

coupled with news reports could provide historians with a more complete picture of when

important offline events transpired in a region; and also whether organizations or groups tried

to frame reality in a certain way, as their reporting could be compared with the audience’s .

Interfaces highlighting the narrative of an audience could come in different flavours, such as:

infographics of an audience’s size and number of participations through time; or visualizations
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of the audience’s interpretations on various matters. Some social media sites, e.g., Facebook

or Twitter, already provide tools to visualize the participation of an audience, mainly to im-

prove people’s online communications [98]. Similarly, current research [99, 100] has explored

visualizing the interests and social contexts of audiences to facilitate collaborations. Following

these ideas, we believe that interfaces which structure and visualize audiences’ framings could

facilitate collective action. People could better identify collective thinking about a problem,

and could work together towards possible solutions.

Many audience members appeared to have specialized knowledge about organized crime,

government, and certain geographical regions. There is likely value in designing platforms that

can advantageously use audiences’ comprehension of the world [101]. Perhaps it is about com-

bining citizens’ knowledge with the resources from organizations to create smarter cities [102].

For example, we could design platforms that integrate the audiences’ understanding of the crime

in their towns or passion for their neighborhoods [103, 104] with government resources to create

safer and more lively cities.

On this last point, note however, that currently individuals and organizations have to be

savvy and learn on their own the best online strategies to spark collaborations or participation

from audiences. As designers, it could also be worth thinking about the type of teamwork we

want to facilitate. It is unclear whether it is about just building mechanisms through which

organizations can donate resources for citizens to use [105], or if we need to create a more

complex platform that intrinsically helps these two players build solidarity with each other.

Finally, our results found that some of the most active audience members appeared to

have social strains against certain organizations. When we design collaborative tools, it could

be beneficial to consider these strains (e.g., citizens might not trust the government). We

likely need to think about how to create platforms that empower citizens and organizations to

collaborate towards improving their cities, while taking into account possible fallouts.
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4.8 Conclusions

Traditionally, it was organizations who defined what was noteworthy in a social movement.

We showed that social media is empowering audiences to frame for themselves the events,

and public figures that matter. Audiences appear to now collectively help narrate a social

movement’s story.

Our results also showed that not all major offline events translated into VXM Facebook

posts. Previous work has begun an exploration between an individual’s online posts and real-

world activities [106, 107]. However, the relationship between online posts and real world events

in more adverse scenarios has yet to be explored. An understanding of this relationship could

impact research areas that range from prediction of a population’s activity to crowd-sourced

news [108, 109].

We found that VXM page admins conducted different mechanisms to apparently foster

solidarity with their audience. Creating solidarity seems to implicitly help VXM to create a

highly participatory online space. Finally, this result suggests that the correlation between the

levels of participation of an audience and the solidarity created by page admins warrants deeper

investigation.
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Chapter 5

Discussion of Understanding Online

Audiences

In these three case studies studies there were themes that recurred on how authors interact and

engage with their online audience. The first theme is that authors have different strategies to

obtain significant contributions from their audience. One of the most prominent strategies was

to have solidarity with the audience. For instance, in friendly scenarios authors shared content

they considered could help enhance their audience’s online persona; in adverse scenarios, authors

shared tips on how audiences could keep safe from violent drug cartels. By having solidarity

with their audience, authors were able to ensure contributions that enhanced their cause.

Content producers also took time to understand their online audience and cater content for

them. Sharing content that was relevant to the auduence’s interests regardless of an author’s

own personal taste, helped authors to popularize their content and receive a larger turnout for

their calls to action.

Similar to online fandoms [3], audiences and content producers appear to interact with each

other within a sharing economy that is based on giving, receiving, and reciprocating. Content

is here the gift. Reciprocation of these gifts can take a number of forms. Such as participating

in an author’s cause; enhancing an author’s public image; or popularizing an author’s content.
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Figure 5.1: Systems design for engaging with online audiences.

Note that to strive in this gift economy, content producers must create relationships with their

audience that inspire feelings of gratitude and obligation. This primarily so that the audience

will want to give back, and provide support for the author.

However, current sharing tool are not specialized in helping authors to exchange contents as

gifts to their audience. Authors by-themselves have to figure out how they will increment their

audience’s participation. Many times investing hours of their day in studying their audience

and identifying how to better communicate with them.

In the next chapters I propose novel platforms that seek to overcome the limitations of

current sharing tools.

I consider that to help content producers to harvest a relationship of mutual benefit with

their audience, we need to provide authors with tools through which they can understand their

audience’s needs to then use that knowledge to motivate and incite action from their audience.

I argue that such tools live within two axis: one where we aid authors to understand their

audience in detail; so that they on their own can use the knowledge to devise how they will

motivate participation from their audience; and another axis where content producers do not

have to learn anything about their audience, but rather automated methods focus on probing

different strategies to obtain contributions. Content producers in the latter case can jump in

once the collaboration is initiated and take hold from their.

I evaluate my proposed design principals in two platforms, one focused on data visualizations

and the other focused on automated methods.
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Chapter 6

System for Visualizing Targeted

Audiences

Users are passionate about sharing their political convictions, art projects, or businesses. Many

times they also want to direct social interactions to certain people to start collaborations, or

to raise awareness of their causes. However, users have scattered unstructured information

about the characteristics of their audiences, making it difficult to deliver the right messages

or interactions to the right people. Existing audience targeting tools often only allow people

to select potential candidates based on long predefined lists, which provide few insights about

audience candidates. We explore instead the idea of using data visualizations to help people

dynamically identify audiences for their different sharing efforts. In this paper, we introduce

the motivations behind visualizing online audiences, and describe a research implementation

we have designed to experiment with the concept in the setting of targeting audiences in an

online community. We provide the results of a preliminary empirical evaluation which shows

the strength of the idea and areas for future research.

People are the main driving force behind fostering healthy and successful collaborations

This work was published in COOP: Conference on the Design of Cooperative Systems 2014 [110].
Special thanks to Angus Forbes, Carlos Toxtli, Grant Mckenzie, and Shloka Desai for their valuable
contributions to Hax.
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and interactions [111]. Through different actions, people can create favorable collaborative

environments. For example, they can start conversations; encourage contributions, advertise

their projects [112], among other related activities.

Figure 6.1: Screen shots of Hax’s social spread interface which lets users view the
social groups of their potentially interested audiences.

People get participation and action from others via postings in an online community. For

example, they can create posts to request attention to interesting shared content [113]. By

making posts in a large community, people potentially increment their number of responses.

Yet, communication research has found that online users receive less replies when they share

content with their entire network, than with a small targeted audience [10, 114]. Sociological

theory on disclosures, also establishes that when a person feels signaled out due to her unique

traits, the more likely the person is to be responsive [115].

Many proficient users sometimes use different online sharing mechanisms to engage in se-

lective sharing, directing content to specific predefined audiences [11]. These users define col-

lections of people, and then post content to each of these lists.

But, maintaining up-to-date user collections can be difficult and time-consuming. This

model is especially unsuitable for more dynamic collections, such as those based on the location,

social affiliations, or popularity of the targeted users. For example, the administrators of
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an online group might want to target only the most influential users in the women’s rights

movement for promoting their group’s cause; the organizer of a social rally might only want

to target those community members who are in town next weekend. In these cases, predefined

collections of users might be too coarse or irrelevant.

Other techniques are selecting on the fly individuals to target, and only to them sharing

the content or message. This type of behavior allows for a more dynamic selective sharing

experience that is more context-driven. We will refer to this practice as targeted sharing.

But, finding the right people at the right time is hard. Especially in large communities

where users may not have a notion of everyone’s traits. Previous work in social recommenders

have created list-based interfaces where the system recommended users with a certain expertise

or skill set [116, 117]. These systems however, do not allow people to easily explore and compare

the different characteristics of the recommended individuals. Yet, those characteristics can play

an important role in people’s decision for collaborating or interacting with someone [118].

We explore how data visualizations transform (or not) people’s audience selection activ-

ity. Our belief is that data visualizations prompt people to learn about their audience. This

empowers people to target audiences that capture their different sharing needs.

To explore these ideas, we designed Hax 1 — a tool that provides a query interface and many

visualizations, to support users in dynamically choosing audiences for their targeted sharing

tasks. Fig. 6.1 presents a screen shot of one of Hax’s visualizations for targeting audiences. We

set to study how users engaged with such a tool in the context of sharing and connecting with

an audience in a Facebook group. Facebook designed groups to ease online community-building.

We can consider each group to be an online community of its own [119].

The contributions of this work are:

• A novel system for discovering and visualizing the shared interests of an online group or

community;

• A novel system for visualizing the spatial-temporal constraints of people;

1Mayan for exclusive. This references it is a tool to select people for a task.
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• a novel system for visualizing the social spread of people;

• A novel system for targeting audiences on the fly based on a thematic task or project.

• A better understanding of the way data visualizations transform users’ audience selection

activity.

6.1 Motivation

One of the challenges in identifying community audiences to collaborate or share content is

the fact we have dynamic sharing and collaboration needs. For instance, a person might have

just gotten a parking ticket and would like to discuss with legal experts ways of fighting the

ticket; or a person would like to share with interested folks a popular news piece she just read.

These ever-changing needs affect in subtle ways who we want to exchange information with,

or simply interact. As a result, social media tools need to offer dynamic mechanisms that let

users easily find the people or audience that on-demand can cover their necessities.

We believe that the data modelling techniques that work for content categorization and

information retrieval can be adapted to mine people’s interests, and retrieve audiences relevant

to users’ diverse needs. But, while data modelling algorithms are specialized at correctly cat-

egorizing data, they rarely fully capture humans’ ever-changing decision process for selecting

with whom to interact. We therefore opt to integrate data visualizations that help put humans

in the loop, and let them make the final decision.

We designed different data visualizations highlighting specific social signals (traits) of rele-

vant community members to aid users to select their audience. Our exploration begins with the

three social signals listed below. We briefly explain the signal, and the reasons for considering

it. Note that other signals could have been contemplated, but we decided to begin with these

as previous work identified they played an important role in targeting audiences [112, 120]:

1. shared interests: this signal captures the personal thematic interests of each com-

munity member. Many researchers and practitioners view collaborations as a process
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that aggregates personal interests into collective choices through self-interested bargain-

ing [120]. We believe this bargaining process can be facilitated by making users aware of

the personal interests of others, and how they relate to the collaboration task they are

promoting.

2. location: this signal holds information about the countries, states, and cities where

community members live. Collaborations supported by computers have traditionally

provided users with the luxury of interacting with others without having to worry about

their location [121]. However, location does play an important role when interacting and

organizing events within the physical world [122] (e.g., a social rally,) as others’ spatial-

temporal constraints can determine how much a person will engage in the activity [123].

3. social connectivity: this signal holds information about the type of friends and social

ties community members have. This signal is important because it can aid members to

recognize prospective newcomers, who can help keep the community alive and active [112].

Additionally, the social connections of a member can also help in the spread of the

community’s messages and visions. Members could thus use this signal to identify the

users whose social connectivity would help them the most in distributing certain content.

6.2 Background and Related Work

Audience Targeting Practices

Traditionally, editors were in charge of publishing and distributing content [124]. Editors gen-

erally invested a great amount of resources in marketing consultants, who provide them with

a clear upfront picture of who their best audience was [124]. The Internet has however, trans-

formed this pattern. Anyone, can now author, share, and distribute content. However,in

difference to editors, normal users typically don’t have a concrete image of their audience, or

even best ways of targeting them [125]. Yet targeting concrete audiences can be important for

getting richer and faster responses from the public [126].
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To overcome the lack of marketing knowledge, people rely on different cues to estimate the

traits of their online audiences. However, few cues are available [125]. For example, a person

might remember she friended her co-workers, and they are therefore now in her audience. Yet,

it might still be unclear to the person exactly what these people, care about [13].

In this work, we explore how we can make audience cues more readily available for people,

and we study the impact this can have on users’ audience selection process.

Expert Search Tools

Hax, the tool we developed based on our qualitative study, helps users of targeted sharing find

a suitable audience for their content. This task is related to expert search in social networks

in that the problem is finding a set of contacts that satisfy certain criteria with regard to their

knowledge, traits, or social status.

Perer et al. [127] present SaNDVis, a tool for visual social network analysis inside of an

enterprise that also supports expertise location. In their usage study, they found that their

tool helps users find authorities on certain topics, also taking their location into account. Sim-

ilarly, ContactMap [128] visualizes contacts along with their attributes and location. In their

algorithm, Chen et al. [129] add strong social links as a requirement for finding experts on a

topic.

Systems that support social question asking help users direct questions at people from their

social network that are most likely to know an answer [116, 130, 131, 126].

In summary, these works show interesting parallels to understanding and supporting tar-

geted sharing. Yet, they focus either on user goals or audience characteristics that are distinctly

different from those of targeted sharing.

Facebook Graph Search

Facebook’s Graph Search offers a natural language interface for searching one’s social net-

work. Queries may consider several social variables: an example query is “TV shows liked by

people who study computer science.” A search returns a ranked list of relevant Facebook users
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with some of their characteristics — such as the city where they live, music they like, number

of friends on the site, and others.

However, it is doubtful whether the design of Graph Search was influenced by the require-

ments of users employing targeted sharing. The attributes and interactions modes it supports

— presenting a long list of matching users — are limited. The task specificity and the richer

interaction modes of the tool presented in this work should make it more useful and accessible

to our target group.

While these works provide means to find users to direct content to, none of them necessarily

cover the needs of our target group of normal everyday users.

Facebook Advertisment Targeting Options

Facebook offers advertisers options for ensuring that their ad will reach a targeted relevant

audience. Facebook allows advertisers to target audiences based on users’ location, age, zodiacal

sign, interest, education, as well as whether they have liked their particular product in the past,

or their friends have.

Facebook’s targeting options assume that the end-user has a crisp image of who their desired

audience is. While this design consideration can be effectively true for advertisers who have

previously conducted market studies and identified the demographics of their clients, it is not

necessarily valid for community members who engage in targeted sharing.

Bernstein et al. [125] identified that social media users consistently underestimate the audi-

ence size for their posts, guessing that their audience is just 27% of its true size. It is therefore

likely, that community members also will not have a clean-cut notion of the characteristics and

traits of their most relevant audience for a given post. This leaves space for the creation of

online tools that help end-users better visualize and understand their different audiences and

their characteristics.
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Figure 6.2: The components of the Hax system.

6.3 Designing Hax

Hax is a web-based tool that supports targeted sharing on Facebook. The user first enter a

query that determines the topic they are interested in posting content about, such as “women’s

rights”. Hax includes a recommendation engine that accepts and processes such queries to

produce a list of relevant community members based on their Likes. For each returned member,

the recommendation engine includes their signals — e.g., their Likes, hometown, or number of

friends — and a weighting. At this point, the visualization engine provides three different

presentations for the recommendations. Fig. 6.2 presents an overview of the Hax components.

We now briefly describe these two modules.

6.3.1 Recommendation Engine

The recommendation engine models the interests of community members based on their

profile information. It then identifies those members whose interests are the most relevant to a

user’s search query.

We model the general interests of community members through their Facebook Likes. A

Facebook Like typically has a name, a label and a definition. For example, the Like “Everyday

Feminism” might have the name “Everyday Feminism”, the label “Community Organization”,

and the definition “Everyday Feminism strives to stop the everyday violence, dominance, and

silencing used against women”.

We found that Facebook’s existing curated labeling to categorize interests was very general,
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and did not enable an exploration of the data on various levels. To counter this effect, we use

topic models [132] to model the community’s shared interests.

Given the nature of the data, we used a labeled latent dirichlet allocation approach (labeled

LDA) [132], similar to that proposed by Forbes et al. [133]. The discovered LDA topics cor-

respond to the community’s shared interests, labels correspond to the ones Facebook assigns

to Likes, and each document corresponds to a Like with its definition. Specifically, we use a

generative process to discover the interests shared by the community members. The process

first detects the K number of unique labels associated to the community’s Likes. This sets the

initial number of shared interests that will be considered. For each shared interest, a unique

Like and its associated data is drawn with a Dirichlet distribution α. A multinomial mixture

distribution θd over all K shared interests is drawn for each community member with a Dirichlet

prior αφ. Now, using information about the labels associated with the Likes of the user, we

restrict the definition of θd to be defined only to the shared interest associated with the labels

present in their Likes. After this step, each community member is represented as a mixture

over shared interests. An end user’s query is also modeled as a mixture over shared interests,

except that because it does not have any explicit labels, θd is not restricted. The community

members who exhibit a shared interest mixture similar to that of the query are presented to

the user via the interactive visualizations. We use L1 norm as our similarity metric.

Our experimental experience as well as related work in modeling micro blog conversations

and users via topic models suggest that using topic models to mine a community’s shared

interests is a feasible approach [134].

Given a search query, the recommendation engine first identifies the community’s shared

interest most relevant to the query. It then finds the community members that have Facebook

Likes most relevant to the query, weighting each of them based on their number of relevant

Likes. This list of weighted members, and most relevant shared interest is handed over to the

visualization engine.
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6.3.2 Visualization Engine

Figure 6.3: Overviews given by each visualization: (1) shared interest, (2) loca-
tion-based interfaces; (3, 4) social spread interface.

The visualization engine displays the list of recommended members with their weighted

social signals. This allows users to consider these signals directly in her targeted sharing decision

process.

Our tool provides three different interactive visualizations, each emphasizing different social

signals. Following the visualization mantra [135], every visualization lets the user (a) obtain an

overview of the community’s social signals; (b) zoom into particular groups of members; and

(c) obtain details of a desired user’s social signals.

This rich interaction is not possible with a list-based interface. List-based interfaces do not

allow the user to easily obtain overviews and summaries of the data. Given that community

users are many times organizing things for the entire community, providing overviews of the

members’ interests can help users remain relevant. Tooltips could potentially be used for offering

these data summaries. However, they do not allow users to zoom in, and explore particular
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Figure 6.4: Screen shots of a zoomed-in version of the different visualizations in Hax
(top to bottom): location-based, shared interest, and social spread interfaces.

aspects of the data.

We provide a short description of each view below. Fig. 6.3 presents the type of overviews
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each interface provides. Fig. 6.4 shows a screen shot of all three visualizations with their

zoomed-in view.

Shared Interest Interface Initially, the Shared Interest Interface presents an overview

of all of the discovered shared interests of the community (Fig. 6.3.1). Shared interests are

displayed as nodes on a grid. Each node has in its center the keyword most representative of

the shared interest. Mousing over a shared interest displays in light green its most representative

keywords, and in dark green its most representative Facebook labels. This view allows users to

quickly identify the general interests of their community, as well as some of the most popular

specific related interests.

When the user queries the system, a list of relevant members is displayed along with the

community’s shared interest topic most correlated to that query (Fig. 6.4, middle). Relevant

members are visualized as a list of nodes on the right hand side of the interface.

A large node in the center represents the most relevant shared interest topic; other shared

interests are shown on the left for reference. Mousing over a member or a shared interest pro-

vides more information, e.g. the Likes of a member that correlate to the query, the description

of a Like, or the Facebook labels associated with a shared interest.

The shared interest interface thus allows a user to quickly see the members that are likely

to be interested or knowledgeable about a particular shared interest related to the query. By

letting the user investigate the connections between members, Likes, labels, and shared interest,

it moreover allows the user to explore the algorithm’s rationale.

Location-Based Interface The location-based interface lets users visualize the geographi-

cal locations of the members relevant to their search query. This information can be important

when targeting members for activities that take place in the physical world, such as meetings

or rallies. In addition, location also provides a sense of cultural context.

The interface shows recommended members on a geographic map, based on the city or place

the member listed in their profile. At a first glance, the interface allows users to easily identify
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the geographical regions where the majority of the members interested in a particular topic

reside (Fig. 6.3.2).

Users can also zoom in on any member, which will show a list of their relevant Likes, their

profile photo, and a more detailed map of the area (Fig. 6.4, top). Since not every member

lists their location, this interface only includes recommended members who have shared this

information.

Facebook’s targeting options for brands offers a filtering based on location. It is assumed

that end-users have a good notion of the cities where their targeted audience live. However,

given that users may share diverse and dynamic content with their group, it can be difficult

for them to have a clear picture upfront of who their most relevant audience members are, or

where they live.

We argue that location-based interfaces for targeting of audiences should allow users to

obtain overviews of where their audiences are physically located, and then enable end-users to

further explore the map on multiple levels. This enables users to consider community mem-

bers’ different physical affordances [123] in their decision process. Knowing others’ physical

affordances is important, as it can influence their decisions for participating in an event [123].

Social Spread Interface The social spread interface helps users identify the members with

interests related to their query who at the same time have the most contacts or friends with

relevant interests.

This interface finds members that are not just potentially interested in certain content,

but rather potentially interested members whose connections help them distribute or “spread”

content to large audience. These are the people who bring value to the content not necessarily

by the comments they provide to the content, but by lending their social contacts.

From the recommendation engine, the social spread interface receives the list of recom-

mended community members. For each member, the recommendation engine includes a list of

her Facebook Likes relevant to the user’s query and a list of the member’s Facebook friends

who also have relevant Facebook Likes.
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The visualization first structures the members based on their amount of relevant social

connections. Members are structured in a spiral form (cf. Fig. 6.3.4). The outer rings of the

spiral present the members who have the most friends with the most interests related to the

user’s query. The center of the spiral contains the members who have the least friends with

relevant interests. When all interested members exhibit approximately the same number of

interested social contacts, members are arranged in a planar circle from left to right, top to

bottom, based on their amount of relevant Likes (cf. Fig. 6.33).

Each node in the spiral or circle represents a community member. Each member is presented

with their relevant Likes, photo, and relevant contacts. Each of these contacts is displayed with

their own relevant Likes and photo. Contacts are grouped and color-coded based on the Likes

they have in common with the community member and their relationship with the community

itself. The more Likes a community member has in common with a contact, the closer they

both appear in the interface.

Contacts with a light blue circle next to them are contacts that have no other connection

with the community than their friendship to that particular member. Dark blue circles denote

contacts that have one or more other friends who are also community members. Purple circles

denote contacts that have friends who are friends with community members.

From this view, users can thus quickly identify the overall type of social connections the

community reveals for different topics; they can also zoom in and inspect particular members

and their relevant social contacts. This enables end-users to easily adjust their messages, and

who they mention, to content that can have a larger reach and impact. It also allows users to

share content with members whose social contacts could be supportive to their cause.

The design of the visualization, i.e., the structuring via a spiral, was inspired from the work

of Katayoon et al. [136] In their research it was found that visualizations of hierarchical data,

such as community memberssobad, ordered based on their relevant Likes and contacts, can

become overcrowded. It can also be difficult to see details about specific nodes. The work thus

proposed layouts focused on a node of interest that make use of phyllotactic patterns (spirals)
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via nested circles that are centered on the node of interest. This type of layout is designed to

provide more space than traditional hierarchic visualizations. Given the overwhelming amount

of possible members of an online community, and the large amount of relevant contacts each

member can have, space-saving designs become important.

6.4 Usability Inspection of Hax

Figure 6.5: Hax at a university annual open exhibition which had hundreds of visitors.

We conducted a survey study with users who used Hax as a tool to find relevant audiences

for different content sharing tasks. We questioned participants about their experiences using

Hax, and used qualitative coding to create from their responses a taxonomy of experiences that

emerge from using data visualizations to target audiences. For our study, we worked closely

with members of a particular Facebook group for which we were able to recruit participants.

Participants

Using Facebook’s Group Browsers we first identified groups with large number of members,

and asked the group administrators whether their group would be interested in participating.

We contacted the administrators from 10 different groups, whose members (at least a certain

percentage) appeared to be local to us based on information on their Facebook profile. One

group accepted the invitation: an activist group organizing social initiatives around the world.

Its 2,000+ active members are distributed world-wide. The group covers a wide range of
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discussions and events, ranging from the philosophy of free software to the coordination of

wildlife preservation rallies. We were granted access to the public Facebook profile of all its

members. From this data, our system automatically discovered the groups’ interests, and

produced the three different data visualizations. 15 of the group members agreed to participate

in our evaluation: 2 female, 13 male, 4 long-term group members and 11 newcomers (less than

one month in the group.) They ranged in age from 19 to 35. Participants came to our laboratory

for the study, and receive 10 USD for their time.

Procedure

During an hour user session each participant completed a series of targeted sharing tasks

with Hax using laptops with an Internet connection we provided. We opted for participants

to only conduct tasks with Hax because directly comparing with Facebook’s native interface

would be unfair as it is not particularly designed or tailored for the specific usage of finding

relevant online audiences. However, participants were asked to reflect about the benefits and

drawbacks of our data visualizations and traditional list-based interfaces. We used qualitative

coding based on ground theory for our analysis. In each task, participants were told to identify

10 candidates for targeted sharing.

Each participant was given 15 different tasks that we statistically varied using a Latin

square design. Each task came from 5 different scenarios that represented a few of the group’s

audience targeting needs. Group members not taking part in the evaluation helped edit the

tasks and scenarios to reflect real needs. The five scenarios were: 1) Find audiences interested

in a certain thematic post; 2) Find audiences to invite to a thematic event, and who are likely

to attend; 3)Find audiences to help distribute a thematic article and get others to read it; 4)

Find audiences who could help spread news about a thematic event and get others involved; 5)

Find audiences who could start a discussion with the group on a certain topic.

As participants performed the tasks, I observed them and took notes. After participants

completed all tasks, they were asked to complete a questionnaire about their experience with
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Hax, strategies they adopted to complete the tasks, benefits and drawbacks they saw, and a

comparison between Hax and list-based interfaces. The questionnaire is available online.

To code responses, we read every questionnaire response, and identified key concepts about

users’ perspective on using data visualizations to target audiences. Following grounded theory’s

coding criteria, we decided that a category would cover a general type of experience that emerges

from using data visualizations to target audiences. A total of 4 main categories were identified

by this process.

6.5 Results

All participants were able to use Hax to complete all of the tasks assigned to them. Below we

discuss each of the 4 categories that emerged from using data visualizations to target audiences.

For some of the categories we provide quotes from the questionnaires to help illustrate the core

of the category.

Serendipitous Discoveries

This experience is about feeling that data visualizations help one make discoveries about

one’s targeted audience. All participants reported that Hax prompted them to discover and

learn new things about particular group members, and the group in general. Something they

felt was not facilitated with traditional list-based interfaces:“...It was really neat to learn so

easy and fast what everyone is into. I never experienced that with Facebook.” Many partici-

pants mentioned out loud some of the new discoveries they made with Hax. Additionally, we

observed that some started using Hax for their own personal explorations. Dynamic audience

visualizations engage users, and facilitate serendipitous discoveries of their social groups. This

could help people share better content because they understand their audience more.

Visualizing Diffusion and Participation

This experience is about considering data visualizations to be helpful in finding large pools

of people likely to take action in regard to a message, e.g., comment, or attend an invitation.
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70% of participants found Hax useful for massively distributing content to audiences who

would be engaged with the content. Participants felt list-based targeting tools did not provide

such perspective. Participants believed the location-based visualization facilitated finding audi-

ences from big cities who could easily spread messages to large pools of actionable people, e.g.,

by making announcements on the streets about an event people could walk to. Participants

also felt that by visualizing social connections and interests they could distribute content to

mass audiences likely of participating in collaborative action afterwards, such as a discussion.

Additionally, the location-based interface helped participants make a connection between

the virtual event on Facebook and participation in the physical world, especially selecting an

audience who could travel and attend: “The map really made me think about the actual event,

and like really including the person.”

It is interesting to observe how just having a map helped people integrate space in their

audience decision process. Our results hint there is value in designing systems that enable users

to visualize and explore others’ spatial affordances. This signal could provide the perspective

needed to make online interactions more realistic, especially compared to list-based interfaces

that provide few spatial context.

Audience Diversity

This experience is about feeling that data visualizations bring diversity to one’s targeted

audience selection process. Participants reported the shared interest visualization helped them

find relevant candidates who had different perspectives. Participants also mentioned that the

location-based interface let them have more diverse selections: “I tried to have diversity in who

I selected. People who like the same things or are from the same town will have same interests

and maybe not that much new to add.”

Audience Verification

This experience is about using data visualizations to verify the recommended audiences.

10% of all participants reported this experience. Participants especially used the shared interest

interface to figure out Likes’ meanings, and analyse whether it made sense to include certain
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candidates in their targeted audience: “There were some brands [Likes] that I didn’t know,

but the knowledge interface [i.e., shared interest visualization] helped me know what they were

about.” Participants particularly enjoyed not having to leave the tool to comprehend the

audience the system recommended.

Open Deployment of Hax

Hax was also installed on a large screen display for several hours in a well-attended university

open exhibition to further explore how average users experience this open-ended way of selecting

audience candidates (cf. Fig. 6.5.) Without prior notice or any instructions, visitors to the

exhibition were able to approach the display and begin interacting with Hax. During the

deployment, approximately 150 visitors approached Hax: around 70 visitors interacted with

Hax while the rest analysed and studied Hax without interacting. Average interactions times

were around 1 min. Hax’s visualizations appear to help people intuitively get an idea of what

Hax is about and how to use it.

6.6 Outlook and Discussion

Our results show that users can target their audiences through data visualizations. Data

visualizations prompted users to learn more about their peers. They also helped people find

diverse audiences for their different sharing tasks. Something people felt was not facilitated

with list based interfaces. This type of system design can help to have more cultural sensitivity,

fostering better social interactions and collaborations. We see how data visualizations empower

users to consider not only others’ interests, but also their other traits, such as social, cultural,

and spatial signals. This created a much more immerse and realistic sharing experience. We

believe there is value in designing systems focused on the visualization of people’s traits. Such

systems could facilitate serendipitous discoveries, and help users get diversity in their inter-

actions. One threat facing society today is obtaining enough “strangeness.” Technology will

dictate the type of relationships we will have in the future. It is thus crucial to think about
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creating digital opportunities where strangers with different opinions can find each other and

connect. Social media data mixed with data mining and visualization techniques provide a

unique opportunity for giving users diversity. Our results encourage future studies that address

audience understanding as the main visualization goals.
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Chapter 7

System for Assembling Action with

Online Audiences

Activist groups usually have a small set of highly motivated core members who donate extensive

amounts of their own time and resources to generate change in the world [138] e.g., to fight

corruption. However, to achieve their goals, activist groups cannot rely solely on a small set

of core members. They usually require a larger crowd of volunteers, e.g., people who can

help report corruption across the globe [139]. Activist groups thus need the support of casual

volunteers: a larger group of interested but, less committed individuals [140].

For years, activists went door-to-door to recruit and engage casual volunteers. Recently,

activists have adopted new technologies to facilitate executing these tasks [141, 138]. Some use

mailing lists to maintain continuous communication with their volunteers [142, 143]. Others

are using social media [144]. Facebook has been particularly useful to recruit and coordinate

volunteers, e.g., to call them to action to participate in fundraisers or demonstrations [145, 146].

Twitter has also enabled those who feel the desire to help [139]. Twitter has mobilized even

those unaffected by the activists’ cause or who live in distant regions [147].

This work was published in CSCW: ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative
Work [137]. Special thanks to Andres Monroy-Hernandez for his valuable contributions to Botivist.
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Figure 7.1: Overview of Botivist: Activists first provide the social problem for
which they want a call to action. Botivist then tries different strategies to trigger
contributions from volunteers.

But, despite the technological advancements, social computing technologies still do not fa-

cilitate the connecting of casual volunteers [145]. Many eager individuals receive little direction

on how to help [139]. Current technologies also do not help activists mobilize people. Activist

groups still have to spend time figuring out how they will present their campaigns in order to

successfully trigger action [144].

Understanding how the presentation of a campaign (message) affects the engagement of vol-

unteers and people in general has been extensively studied in both theories for civic engagement

and marketing [148, 149, 150, 151, 152]. There has also been a growing interest in exploring

how technology can be used to frame messages better and more persuasively [148]. Companies,

organizations, and even governments have also taken their messages onto social media to reach

a wider audience, and influence behavior [141]. Some have gone as far as to set up fake accounts

operated by automated software (bots) in order to feign support and influence real users [153].

In Mexico’s 2012 presidential election, the winning party used over 10,000 bots to swamp online

discussion [154].

As we can see, several high ranking organizations have devised complex social media strate-

gies to get their message across. However, most activist groups are still in the dark, trying

to find the best strategies to mobilize people [145]. The main difficulty comes from the fact

that the level of agency at which volunteers contribute to a cause online depends on how they

perceive the efforts of activists [144]; but, social media has precisely transformed how people

interpret activists’ varying messages [142].
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It can thus be very difficult for activist groups to keep up with new technology and to

predict the outcomes of adopting a certain strategy. This complexity has forced many activists

to limit who among their organization can use social media [145]. They usually prefer to have

a “point person” in charge of the group’s social media strategy. However, even when the point

person finally “figures out” the best ways to trigger participation, it is not easy to transfer

that knowledge to others [142]. Additionally, it can be costly or impossible for the person to

present the group’s campaigns differently to test what is the most effective. All of this hampers

activists’ success.

To help activists identify the best strategies, we present Botivist, a platform that, by lever-

aging online bots, allows activist groups to try different strategies for calling volunteers to

action. Figure 7.1 presents an overview of Botivist. The group first presents the social issue for

which they want to make a call to action, e.g., “corruption.” The platform then tries different

strategies to request contributions on social media, and help advance the group’s plans. Activist

groups thus receive help about how to prompt contributions from strangers, reducing the need

to invest time in people who might never contribute.

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we aim to analyze the opportunities, limita-

tions, and challenges of a system that uses online bots to call people to action in order to act

upon social issues. Secondly, we analyze the online behaviours of those who are most likely to

respond to activist bots. More specifically, (1) we focus on understanding how people in the

wild respond to different message framing (strategies) when these come from an activist bot.

Most previous work studied messages framed primarily when the information came from a com-

pany/organization/or individual and has not addressed how people respond when the messages

are presented by an online bot, especially for the topic of activism. (2) In addition, an effort

is made to understand the communication patterns of the people who decide to engage with

Botivist. This analysis is important as these individuals could one day become core activists.

For this purpose, we designed and conducted experiments on Twitter. We designed Botivist

as a Spanish speaking agent because we had more background with the language and its usage
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in activism: I had direct access to activists from Mexico1 who helped polish Botivist’s messages.

We focused our calls to action on impunity and corruption, which are some of the most pressing

social issues fought in general by activists in Spanish speaking countries, especially those in

Latin America [155, 156].

Our aim was for Botivist’s calls to action to facilitate collaborations. This focus was cho-

sen because activist groups usually need volunteers to work together towards a common goal.

Botivist thus mentions three different individuals in a tweet and requests that they collaborate

to fight a social problem. Note that these persons might not know each other, i.e., they can be

strangers. Botivist can therefore also help people to meet and connect.

To assess and compare the reactions that Botivist triggers in volunteers, we use the eval-

uation methods of previous work, which studied how people react to different strategic pre-

sentations of a message [149, 150, 151, 152], as well as research which analyzed the quality of

information from strangers on social media [157]. We deployed our platform publicly on Twit-

ter, where our activist-designed and controlled bots invited people to organize around particular

social issues using different strategies. 175 volunteers responded to Botivist’s calls to action.

These volunteers made 1,236 contributions (424 tweets, and 813 favorites and retweets). We

found that Botivist’s most effective strategy for prompting contributions from volunteers was to

be upfront and direct. Interestingly, when Botivist used designed-to-be-persuasive techniques,

known to be effective in direct human-to-human interaction, it received far fewer replies. At

times these techniques even seemed to prompt individuals to discuss whether bots should help

solve social problems. We found that by being less openly persuasive in its message and more

direct, Botivist encouraged almost double the number of replies. Our results also indicate that

those who decided to engage with Botivist, were individuals who consistently tweeted terms

related to activism, politics, and also slightly marketing analytics.

Together, our results highlight the importance of understanding a community before simply

1We had continuous discussions with activists from Mexico’s Revolutionary Action Group (GAR)
who collaborate with activists’ across the world to fight corruption and bring justice to workers https:

//es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grupo_de_Accion_Revolucionaria
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adopting persuasive technology, and expecting it to function. However, the benefit of Botivist

is that by allowing activists to instantly probe different strategies, it might not be necessary

to understand a community in detail. Our work shows the strength of this new type of civic

media.

7.1 Related Work

7.1.1 Botivist: Strategically Framed Messages

There is extensive literature on how a message’s framing (presentation) influences people’s

preferences for a product, or how much they participate in an event [149, 150]. Such research

has uncovered the power that presenting something positively (benefits gained) or negatively

(benefits lost) can have over people’s opinions and levels of participation. e.g., people are more

likely to buy a cream if its ad highlights its benefits of “helping them to look younger”, than

if the ad lacks such information. Related work has also identified the value of integrating

particular messages into a call to action to motivate participation. Shen [158] identified that by

integrating a solidarity component into the requests made to volunteers, volunteers completed

their tasks more thoroughly.

“Persuasive computing” [148] has combined this literature with technology to demonstrate

how computation can be used to influence people’s behavior [141]. Many companies and or-

ganizations are now also using new technology, e.g., social media, and the psychological basis

of how people make choices to try and shape the habits of their costumers [151], even their

health choices [159]. Online platforms have also adopted persuasive computing to motivate

more participation. Ling et al. [160] found that by simply reminding people of their uniqueness

to an online community, people posted more. However, most persuasive computing research

has paid little attention to designing technology to enhance activism. While there has been

growing interest in creating systems to help activists coordinate volunteers [138, 161] most of

these designs do not consider that by having different strategies for calling people to action,
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individuals can be persuaded to participate more in a social cause.

7.1.2 Botivist: Online Automated Agents

Since the 60s there has been a proliferation of automated conversational agents [162], and

it is now commonplace for humans to respond to them [163]. We designed Botivist considering

that people respond to automated agents effortlessly and that the technology to develop such

agents is now mainstream. Most previous work on online bots has focused more on developing

techniques to detect these agents [153]. But the true potential of using bots to persuade and

mobilize people on social media has not yet been fully understood, let alone for activism.

Aiello et al. [164] began an exploration in the area by setting up a social experiment that

examined how people interact with a bot in an online community. The work uncovered how a

bot could acquire social relevance even when using simple canned responses and lacking profile

information. Botivist builds on these findings to create online social agents that start to mobilize

people to help activist groups.

7.2 Botivist

Botivist is a web application that activist groups can use to call volunteers to action to help

address a social issue. We based Botivist on the well-known idea that by simply changing how

a message is presented, it is possible to trigger diverse reactions [149, 150, 151, 152]. Therefore,

by simply framing a call to action differently, we can prompt different amounts and kinds of

contributions. However, identifying how to frame a call to action to obtain a desired turnout

is not simple. Therefore Botivist probes different strategies, i.e., ways of presenting a call to

action.
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7.2.1 Botivist Strategies

We selected some of the most common strategies used by activists to call volunteers to

action [165]. The strategies are also known to be some of the most effective to garner partici-

pation [158, 152]. We wrote the messages for each strategy, and then polished them with the

help of real activists. The activists discussed the messages, and then corrected the language to

produce content that they would use.

To try out each strategy, Botivist has a set of Twitter accounts to communicate with

potential volunteers. All of the accounts identify themselves exactly the same. They mention

they are bots (with a bio that states they are a bot; their profile picture is also of a bot.) All

accounts also have at least 50 followers. The only main difference across accounts is the strategy

used to communicate and call volunteers to action.

Direct Strategy

This strategy is about being upfront and direct when making petitions [166]. When in

this strategy, Botivist directly calls people to action to find solutions for a social issue. For

instance: “Could we collaborate to brainstorm solutions to the problem of corruption?”

Solidarity Strategy

This strategy posits that feelings of solidarity or empathy can drive people to respond to

a call to action [165, 158]. When in this strategy, Botivist directly calls people to action, but

it also shares solidarity quotes. For instance, a sample call to action is: “Could we collaborate

to brainstorm solutions to the problem of corruption?” “Remember, that: One for all, all for

one!” Note that in this strategy for each call to action or reply, two tweets are sent: one tweet

for the actual reply (which mimics the replies and calls to action used under the direct strategy)

and one tweet to share the solidarity quote.
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Gain Strategy

This strategy is about presenting a calls to action in terms of the gain that people would

receive if they participate [152]. These calls to action also mimic those used in the direct

strategy, but add additional text to emphasize the gain. A sample call to action from this

strategy: “Could we collaborate to brainstorm solutions to the problem of corruption? We

might improve our cities!”

Loss Strategy

This strategy is about presenting a call to action in terms of the loss that people would

receive if they do not participate [152]. A sample call to action from this strategy: “Could

we collaborate to brainstorm solutions to the problem of corruption? If not, our cities might

suffer!”

Our current design considers that activist groups would use Botivist especially at the start

of their collective effort. Botivist thus focuses on prompting action in the form of discussions

or plan proposals to help solve the social problem the activists are invested in (note that

discussion and brainstorming are among the first steps of any collective effort.) All of Botivists’

responses echo the “How Might We” questions which are known to launch brainstorming [167].

Depending on which strategy Botivist is pursuing, it will have a slightly different follow-up

question. For instance, when following the gain strategy, Botivist asks for ideas, and then states

that by participating in the brainstorming people could help improve their cities; whereas when

following the solidarity strategy, Botivist will ask for ideas, and share a solidarity quote at the

end. Table 7.1 presents the list of follow-up questions for the direct strategy. The follow-up

questions of the other strategies are exactly the same, except for the added text. For instance,

the gain strategy had the question: How do we fight corruption in our cities & thus improve

them? All calls to action and followup messages for brainstorming were verified and polished

by real activists. A strategy has one particular call to action associated and a list of replies to

pursue brainstorming. Botivist randomizes its replies. Botivist only targets a person once, and
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(2) RANDOMLY ASSIGN VOLUNTEERS TO 
EACH OF BOTIVIST’S MODALITIES

(3) FOR EACH OF ITS MODALITIES, BOTIVIST  
SENDS A CALL TO ACTION TO VOLUNTEERS.

(5) BOTIVISM SENDS 
FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS 
TO GET MORE RESPONES

(4) BOTIVISM RECEIVES 
RESPONSES

CAUSE

(1) IDENTIFY POTENTIAL 
VOLUNTEERS FROM 

TWEETS

Figure 7.2: Botivist’s process for calling volunteers to action and obtaining contributions.

engages further only if it receives a response.

7.2.2 Botivst Operation

An activist group first defines the social problem for which they seek volunteers, e.g., “cor-

ruption”. Botivist identifies a set of potential volunteers and targets them by mentioning them

in a tweet. Botivist then waits for replies, in which case it uses the opportunity to request

more contributions. Botivist tries to target the same number of volunteers for each strategy.

Figure 7.2 shows Botivist’s work flow.

To determine who will be mentioned in a tweet, we take into account the findings from

previous work on asking questions to strangers on social media. Nichols et al. [157] showed

that obtaining responses to questions from strangers usually had a low response rate, even

under favorable conditions. We thus designed Botivist to maximize the chances that people

would respond to the call to action. Botivist targets individuals who have just publicly tweeted

something related to the activists’ social problem of interest (based on simple keyword match-

ing). For instance, if the activist group wants volunteers to fight corruption, the system will

target people who have just publicly shared a tweet explicitly mentioning corruption. Group

managers can provide a list of relevant keyword or hashtags to the system. Note that this

design follows also how activists operate online where they search keywords and make publicly

addressed tweets to seek a wide range of help and build new social connections [139]. Similar
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to real activists, Botivist engages people across countries, and has no prejudice against people

based on their initial support or opposition to the social issue at hand [147].

Once a relevant tweet is detected, its author is randomly assigned to one of Botivist’s

strategies. When a strategy has three authors (persons) assigned, Botivist sends a strategic

tweet that mentions and calls the individuals to action to work together on the issue. Note that

Botivist mentions multiple users in a tweet to facilitate cooperation among possible volunteers.

Given Twitter’s space constraints, we considered that three users was the maximum which

Botivist could mention in one tweet. Botivist is also constantly monitoring Twitter for responses

to its calls to action. Botivist replies with canned responses to those tweets. The canned

responses depend on the strategy which Botivist used to communicate with the group. The

follow-up messages all focus on prompting action from the volunteers.

Q# Question Text

Direct Strategy

1 How do we fight corruption in our cities?

2 How do we fight corruption in our countries?

3 How do we use Twitter to fight corruption?

4 How do we use the people to fight corruption?

5 What should we change personally to fight corruption?

6 What should we reduce to fight corruption?

7 What should we change at home to fight corruption?

Table 7.1: Questions asked in the direct strategy.

7.3 Evaluation

This paper hypothesizes that online conversational bots can be used to call volunteers to

action to work on solving a social issue. We focus our evaluation on the two main aspects of this

claim. First, for a given social problem, is it possible to use bots to call volunteers to action?

Can Botivist obtain responses from strangers on social media, and what solicitation strategies

are most conducive for obtaining results? Second, can Botivist prompt these volunteers to

produce relevant contributions? Does Botivist trigger volunteers to discuss the issue or to
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propose plans? Similar to [157], our goal is to shed light on the type of contributions which

autonomous agents can assemble in short bursts of times to get more immediate usable results.

To answer these questions, we used Botivist to publicly call volunteers to action regarding

the social problems of impunity and corruption [155, 156].

We were able to attract 175 volunteers over the course of two days. Note that via this

approach Botivist likely called to action people from different countries, similar to how real

activists function [147].

7.3.1 Method

We set Botivist into operation April 26th and May 7th 2015. We used the keywords “cor-

rupcion” and “impunidad” (Spanish for corruption and impunity) to call volunteers to action.

For both social problems, Botivist prepared its calls to action and follow-up questions for each

of its strategies. Botivist alternated between social problems. For instance, first it would call

on people to fight corruption; and subsequently call on other individuals to fight impunity. We

tried for Botivist to make its calls to action for all its strategies almost at the same time. How-

ever, we randomized the delay time between Botivist’s calls to action to avoid being labeled

as spam by Twitter. We also constantly monitored Botivist’s Twitter accounts to ensure they

were still running and not blacklisted. All tweets received and sent by our system were collected

in a database for further analysis.

7.3.2 Results

Botivist called to action 376 groups of three: 94 groups per strategy (47 for corruption; 47

for impunity). In total, Botivist received reply from 175 volunteers. These volunteers made

1,236 contributions (424 tweets; 320 retweets and favorites to Botivist’s content; 493 retweets

and favorites to the content of other volunteers.) Table 7.2 shows a breakdown of the replies and

interactions of Botivist and volunteers. Figure 7.3 shows an overview of how people responded

to Botivist’s calls to action. The number of participants varied across strategies, as well as their
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BotivistDirect Loss Gain Solidarity
Calls to Action 376 94 94 94 94
Followup Questions 557 158 80 79 120
Volunteers 175 94 31 27 23
Volunteer Replies 423 204 53 74 92
Reply Rate 45 % 81% 30% 43% 21%
Interactions Bot 320 90 48 57 250
Interactions Volunteers 493 274 71 85 62

Table 7.2: Summary of Botivist’s and volunteers’ replies and interactions. Botivist’s
column shows the aggregated results across strategies
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Figure 7.3: Overview of the number of volunteers and contributions which each
strategy triggered. The direct strategy was the one that had the highest number of
participants and triggered the most contributions.
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contributions.

Figure 7.3a shows the percentage of people who responded to each strategy. There was a

significant difference between number of unique contributors across strategies (a ANOVA test

gave [F (3, 174) = 38.94, p < 0.001]). The direct strategy was the most effective to mobilize

unique contributors. Over 50% of Botivists’ participants were gathered via this strategy. By

being direct and upfront, Botivist was able to obtain contributions from over 30% of the people

it targeted. Compare that with a survey finding, reporting that about only 21% of social media

users have contributed to groups involved in political/social issues [168]. Shepherding potential

volunteers might thus actually yield more civic participation. However, it does appear to be

important to know how to guide the volunteers. Botivist’s Solidarity strategy was able to trigger

participation from only 8% of the volunteers it originally targeted. With inadequate strategies,

people’s civic participation is thus likely to be inhibited.

Figure 7.3b presents the number of replies per Botivist tweet (reply rate). Note that the

reply rate is a common measure to study the participation of online audiences, and has also

recently been used to study how online audiences interact with advocacy organizations [169].

We found that there was a significant difference between number of replies across strategies (a

ANOVA test gave [F (3, 932) = 8.594, p−value < 0.001]). Direct strategy had the highest reply

rate (81%), receiving almost one reply per tweet sent out.

Although the direct strategy reply rate appears high, it is lower than that of crowdsourcing

companies such as Innocentive,2 which lets people pose problems for anyone to solve and gives

cash awards for the best proposals. Innocentive receives approximately 20 replies (proposals)

per posed problem [170]. However, a stark difference between this platform and Botivist is

their monetary compensation. While Botivist relies purely on volunteers, prizes for the best

proposals on Innocentive can range from $5,000 to $1 million dollars. We think there is value in

exploring non-monetary ways to generate discussion and proposals from the crowd, especially

for activist groups, which have limited resources.

2https://www.innocentive.com/
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The reply rate of Botivist’s other strategies was not as high as that of the direct one. The

gain and loss strategies had results similar to asking people for product reviews [157], while the

reply rate for the solidarity strategy was even lower (21%).

Figure 7.3c shows for each strategy the number of retweets and favorites Botivist received

per tweet it sent (interaction rate). There was a significant difference between number of

retweets and favorites across strategies (a ANOVA test gave [F (3, 932) = 3.045, p < 0.01]).

The strategy of Solidarity, particularly the quotes shared under it, received the most retweets

and favorites from volunteers. The rest of the strategies received almost the same amount

of interactions. However, despite its high interaction rate, the Solidarity strategy received

the lowest number of replies from volunteers. Interestingly, this strategy appears to prompt

volunteers to retweet and favorite content; but not necessarily to make contributions in the

form of replies.

Figure 7.3d shows the interaction rate per volunteer tweet, i.e., how much volunteers retweet

or favorite each others’ content. There was a significant difference between volunteer interaction

rate across strategies (a ANOVA test gave [F (3, 492) = 19.34, p < 0.001]). Here the Direct

and Loss strategies were the ones who harvested the most interactions among volunteers. We

also see that in general people retweeted or favorited volunteers’ content more than the con-

tent of an autonomous agent (i.e., of Botivist.) This result resembles what was observed in

the Scratch online community, where people valued interactions with humans more than with

computers [15].

7.3.3 Method: Analysis of Volunteer Contributions

Our goal was to understand the type of volunteer contributions that systems like Botivist can

trigger. We were particularly interested in analyzing whether Botivist was able to prompt people

to discuss and provide proposals for a given social problem. We used Upwork3 to hire three

Spanish-speaking, college educated individuals to independently classify Botivist’s volunteers

3Upwork is an online platform to contract Freelancers to perform tasks online. Upwork is available
at www.upwork.com/
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into people who contributed proposals/discussions relevant to a social problem, and people who

contributed to off-topic conversations. We instructed Upworkers to classify volunteers instead

of single tweets because independent tweets can be harder to interpret. First, two Upworkers

read through the 423 tweets of the 175 volunteers, and classified each volunteer into either

on-topic volunteer or off-topic volunteer based on whether the person contributed proposals or

discussion on the assigned social problem. The two coders agreed on the classification of 141

volunteers (Cohens kappa: 62: Substantial agreement). We subsequently asked a third coder

to categorize the disagreement. We used a “majority rule” to categorize such volunteers.

7.3.4 Results

We found that the vast majority of volunteers (81%) responded to Botivist’s call to action

with discussions and proposals relevant to the social problem assigned to them. A sample of

these proposals includes:“Corruption isn’t fought with street rallies! It’s fought by being tough

on crime, having honesty & transparency!”

Only 19% of all of Botivist’s volunteers contributed solely off-topic discussions. The word

most used in these off-topic discussions was: “bots.” A sample off-topic tweet:“Sorry ... I can’t

collaborate with bots. I have a cultural bias.”

Strategy Percentage On-Topic Volunteers
Botivist (all strategies) 81%
Loss 74%
Gain 89%
Solidarity 82%
Direct 94%

Table 7.3: Overview per stratgey of its percentage of on-topic volunteers. The Direct
strategy had the most on-Topic volunteers.

To understand the type of actions promoted by each strategy, we study, per strategy, the

percentage of volunteers who responded to the call to action explicitly with what was requested.

Table 7.3 presents, per strategy, the percentage of volunteers who contributed proposals or

discussions relevant to their assigned social problem.
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The Loss strategy had the largest percentage of volunteers who responded to the call to

action with off-topic replies. Over 60% of these replies used the term “bot.” Upon manual

inspection it appeared that the replies were mainly questioning whether autonomous agents

should help solve social problems. The Direct strategy, on the other hand, had almost all of its

volunteers dedicated to discussing/brainstorming solutions to their assigned social problem.

In lab settings [152], the Loss strategy were more effective than the Direct strategy. However,

our results indicate the contrary. This might help to highlight the importance of understanding

how messages change when adopted by technology. In this case on Twitter, the messages used

in the Loss strategy appeared to have triggered people to question the participation of bots in

activism. Bots with an obvious agenda might be perceived as suspect and unwanted, whereas

people with an agenda would be more easily tolerated and even respected.

Category Sample Hashtag in Tweet Sample Twitter & Profile Description

Activism: covers hashtags fighting for a
social cause, or twitter handles of people who
appear to participate in activism.

“#WeAreAllAyotzinapa We continue to

fight against impunity. We won’t stop, let’s

take this to the streets!”

@antireforma: “REVO... REVOLUTION.!

DAUGHTER OF THIS EARTH! LOVER OF

LIFE! I FIGHT FOR TRUTH, JUSTICE

AND VENEZUELA!!!”

Politics: covers twitter handles of people
who appear to officially be part of the politi-
cal system or hashtags about political figures

“Bronco & Fernando Elizondo (Mexican po-

litical candidates) will make history in Nuevo

Leon #TweetForElBronco”

@epn:“President of the United Mexican

States.”

News: covers hashtags used to give news
alerts, or twitter handles of people who ap-
pear to be news reporters.

“Car crash in Central Street, 2 people hurt.

#Verfollow”

@epigmenioibarra:“I am a news reporter

and producer.”

Marketing Analytics: covers hashtags
used to analyze one’s Twitter followers to
better market oneself or Twitter handles of
people that give advice on how to better
market oneself.

“Over 5% of my followes have retweeted me

in the last 24 hrs and 20% in the last month

#usefulTweet”

@umspromotions: “Nigeria’s top-class

Promo-Marketing media outfit: Digital/Social

Media Mgmt, Radio/TV Plugin, DJ Mixes,

Strategic PR.”

Table 7.4: Description and examples of the categories that describe the groups’ dis-
tinguished words.

7.3.5 Method: Communication Patterns of Volunteers

Our aim is to understand whether those who respond to Botivist’s strategies communicate

on social media differently than those who do not. It might be that people who discuss certain
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social issues are more prone to interact with activist bots. We thus divide the people whom

Botivist called to action into two groups: those who responded and those who did not. We

study the tweets from the people in each group, and identify the distinguishing type of words

they use.

Distinguishable Types of Words. To obtain a descriptive assessment of what distin-

guishes each group of people over the other, we take the 200 tweets of each group member right

before Botivist called them to action (we take the data prior to Botivist’s interaction as our

system might have influenced people’s future conversations [164].) From these tweets we then:

(1) identify the words that differentiate each group; (2) categorize these words to understand

their nature.

To first identify each group’s distinguished words, we use a Mann-Whitney ranks test [171].

This measure highlights the words which have consistently been used more by one group than

the other. Here we consider a document to be the tweets of an individual group member, and

the corpus to be the collection of tweets of the entire group. For each corpus, we calculate each

word’s Mann-Whitney ρ measure (indicating how frequently the group has used that word, and

also weighting higher the words which the group uses and the other group does not). Note

that the ρ measure allows us to have corpora of different sizes. We then rank the words of

each corpus based on their Mann-Whitney ρ score, and identify the 1% of the words with the

highest score. We consider these represent the group’s distinguishable words. In this case, we

found that the most distinguishable words for both groups were hashtags and mentions to other

Twitter users.

Next, we characterize each group’s distinguished words (hashtags and users mentioned) via

qualitative content coding. For each group, we first read a set of 200 randomly selected tweets

mentioning one or more of the distinguished words. This helped us understand the context in

which the hashtags were used and people referenced. We also looked up the Twitter profile

of the users the groups mentioned, reading especially their profile description to understand

who they were. We then began to extract categories describing the distinguished words of
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both groups. We then analyzed the emerging categories and helped to adjust them. Finally,

we looked at a set of 400 randomly selected tweets with distinct words from both groups and

produced a final list of mutually exclusive categories. We then hired three Spanish-speaking,

college educated colleagues, unrelated to the work, to categorize the distinguished words of each

group. For each word, we showed the tweets in which the word was referenced, and in case the

word was a twitter handle we showed also the user’s profile description. We asked first the two

coders to categorize each of the 155 words using the categories listed in Table 7.4. We asked

the coders to pick the “most relevant” category for each word given its related information.

The two coders agreed on 143 words (Cohens kappa: .79). We then asked the third coder to

label the 12 words upon which the first two coders had disagreed. We then used a “majority

rule” approach to categorize those remaining words.

7.3.6 Results

We found that across strategies the people who responded to Botivist tended to consistently

use more hashtags related to social causes, and referenced activists in their tweets. Over 50%

of the distinct words of this group were hashtags and user mentions related to activism. For

instance the hashtag #porEsoPropongo4 (#that’sWhyIPropose in English) was one of the most

tweeted by the people who replied to Botivist. The hashtag has been adopted by citizens in

Latin America to make proposals for fighting corruption and impunity globally and locally.

Note that in addition to activism, these individuals also referenced frequently politicians and

news reporters (25% of their distinct words belonged to news and 19% to politics). However,

they referenced these categories to a smaller degree than the people who decided to not engage

with Botivist. The latter tweeted more consistently about high profile politicians and news

media (43% of all their distinct words were about politics and 40% news.) For instance, they

frequently referenced the twitter handle of possible Argentine presidential candidate Jose M.

de la Sota (@delasotaok) or Mexico’ president (@epn). They rarely used hashtags about social

4http://www.poresopropongo.mx/
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causes (only 6% of their distinct words).

What was particularly interesting is that those who did reply to Botivist also mentioned

somewhat consistently hashtags and users related to marketing analytics (which is about mea-

suring and analyzing how audiences react to one’s content to maximize effectiveness when

communicating online). For instance, they mentioned frequently the account @m g w v, which

describes itself as a guide to help others market themselves to obtain more followers, and

retweeters.

Note however, that the marketing analytics hashtags accounted to only 4% of this group’s

distinct words (compared to less than 1% for those who did not reply.) Overall, the people who

replied to Botivist mainly used hashtags related to activism. Table 7.5 presents for each group

and strategy its top-3 words with highest Mann-Whitney ρ (most distinct words).

Strategy Words People Who Reply Words People Who Don’t Reply

Loss @antireforma (activism) @epn (politics)
#poresopropongo (activism) @delasotaok (politics)
@umspromotions (marketing) @sanchezcastejon (politics)

Gain #cambioclimatico (activism) @albert rivera (politics)
@jaimerdznl (politics) @alvarouribevel (politics)

@latati2 (activism) @eldiarioes (news)
Solidarity#blacklivesmatter (activism) @juanorlandoh (politics)

#ficrea (activism) @presidenciamx (politics)
@maracayactiva (news) #radarparlamentario (news)

Direct #handicapped (activism) @ccifuentes (politics)
@aristeguionline (news) @periodicovzlano (news)

#mgwv (marketing) @sumariumcom (news)

Table 7.5: Top 3 Mann-Whitney words found consistently in the tweets of people
who replied to Botivst & those who did not reply.

7.4 Discussion

Our experiments demonstrate the potential of using online bots to call volunteers to action

for a social issue. The majority of the people called to action by Botivist made relevant con-

tributions, and even started to interact with each other to further drive the collaboration. Our
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study provides insight into the deployment of platforms that use online bots to call volunteers

to action for activism, as well as demonstrates their feasibility (in terms of the contributions

made by volunteers).

We discuss next our findings, covering in depth the advantages and limitations of systems

like Botivist. We also initiate a discussion on the design implications of future systems that

wish to use automated agents to call volunteers to action.

Feasibility

Botivist’s strategy of being direct yielded a reply rate of over 80%. This strategy also pro-

duced a higher percentage of relevant responses (94%). This high response rate and promising

collection of relevant information showcases the feasibility of using online bots to help activist

call to action new potential members. Our results also highlight how online bots enable com-

munity scaffolding around social issues.

Our results show that the way a call to action is framed makes a difference in terms of

how much people participate. This matches HCI findings on how the way a computer presents

its voice influences people’s replies to the computer [163]. But, what was surprising was that

strategies which social psycology had identified to work well when done by humans were less

effective when done by Botivist. This is meaningful as social psychology findings are usually

relevant to how humans respond to automated agents [163].

Integrating solidarity quotes has long been a useful technique that marketing experts use to

increment preference for items [158], and which activists have also adopted to prompt people

to action [165]. This strategy has also been effective online. For instance, advocacy citizen

journalists in the drug war added a solidarity component to their news reports to ensure par-

ticipation to their calls to action [169]. Political activists in Palestine also shared solidarity

messages on Facebook to mobilize [146]. But, when adopted by Botivist, the technique resulted

in the lowest number of responses. Similarly, the loss strategy is known to trigger people to

produce more quality work [152]. In the 2011 Egyptian uprising activists on social media used

the technique (they stated how the lack of action would result in more corruption) to drive
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more effective participation [172]. But, when used by Botivist, the strategy resulted in the

lowest number of relevant replies, and seemed to make people actually question the role of bots

in social issues.

For bots to be effective it is necessary to understand the communities in which they are de-

ployed. We identified that the people who responded to Botivist were those immersed in online

activism and marketing. They mentioned e.g., hashtags related to social causes and marketing

analytics. It is likely that people linked Botivist to online marketing schemes. Therefore, the

individuals who responded to Botivist were those who already found it natural to engage with

marketing agents. However, here the persuasiveness of the strategy also influenced people’s

contributions. People respond better to activist bots that do not appear to have a “secrete

agenda” and are upfront on their requests.

The proliferation of persuasive technology in social media [153] might have changed how

people react to certain strategies. It likely made people have a preference for less “manipualtive”

tactics. On the other hand, the fact that by simpling changing a bot’s message varied how

much people contributed, without needing any interface modification or design of complex bot

behavior, suggests that designing adequate dialog for online automated agents can have a strong

effect on increasing volunteer participation in activism.

Generalizability

Botivist can extend beyond the social issues focused on here. There is opportunity to use

Botivist to guide citizens to devise solutions that improve education, health care. City planners

could also use systems like Botivist to call to action experts or minorities to design novel more

inclusive urban spaces.

Bootstrapping

Previous volunteer systems have identified the difficulties in finding participants [161]. Bo-

tivist shows the power of bootstrapping onto existing networks of people to call volunteers to

action using automated agents. However, if such automated social actors were to become pop-

ular, a large number of these bots could then be contesting for people’s time and attention.
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It could be useful for social media platform developers to consider enabling functionality for

these bots via APIs. For instance, the bots could obtain knowledge of the individuals who have

already been targeted by other agents to eliminate duplicating volunteering requests, and also

reduce user overload. Additionally, if a strategy is known to be ineffective, the system could

recommend the bot to adopt other.

Maintainability

Our results show that a reasonable fraction of people were willing to make relevant contri-

butions to Botivist’s causes for free. This is meaningful because a key problem in maintaining

systems that rely on crowds is their costs.

However, the long-term success of systems like Botivist might require automated social

agents that can continuously engage the volunteers they have recruited. Such systems should

consider in their design that while they do need to maintain contact with volunteers they should

also not ping them too frequently to become an annoyance.

Additionally, by mentioning different individuals in a tweet Botivist enabled strangers to

meet and start collaborating. Future work could also analyze how to design for long-term coop-

eration and even maintaining lasting relationships among volunteers. In particular, future work

could study designs that: follow up with volunteers about their experiences; recognize them for

their work; help them to feel part of the activist group, and build a sense of community [145].

On the other hand, some activists follow “syntax rules” when writing tweets to ease coordi-

nation [139], Botivist could also motivate standardized contributions that use a certain format

or hashtag. This might also help long-term collaborations.

7.5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced Botivist, a system that uses online bots on social media to

call volunteers to action for social issues. The system adopts the bots as an opportunity

to instantly probe different strategies for calling volunteers to action. People on Twitter in
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general responded to Botivist’s calls to action and provided relevant contributions. Volunteers

also began to interact with each other, showing the potential of using bots to scaffold collective

efforts.

We found that the strategy which Botivist uses to call volunteers to action does matter.

Tactics known to be effective when used by humans, were not as effective when adopted by online

bots. The strategy of being direct was the most effective for getting relevant participation. We

believe that the growing number of persuasive online agents [153, 154] has made people prefer

interactions with less “manipualtive” approaches. Nevertheless, our experiments highlight the

real-world feasibility of using online bots to call volunteers to action for activism.

Note that the insights of this work are limited by the methodology used and population

studied. For example, the people targeted by Botivist were all Spanish speakers, likely with

their own cultural biases towards automated accounts (especially given the recent accusations

of Latin American governments using online bots to change political online discussions [141]).

Our results might therefore not generalize across populations. Future work could study how

people across the globe engage with bots to better understand the phenomenon. Our methods

also focused on breadth instead of depth. Future work could conduct longitudinal studies and

engage in in-depth interviews with volunteers.
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Conclusions

This thesis provides an analysis of the relationships, tensions, and dynamics emerging between

content producers and audiences in this new digital media model. While previous work [3, 2]

focused its analysis to more friendly scenarios (e.g., within friends or in fandoms), this thesis

uses different case studies to bring a more detailed understanding in a spectrum of online spaces.

Through this analysis, I identify that across spaces, audiences and content producers interact

with each other in a sharing economy, that is based on giving, receiving, and reciprocating.

Within this gift economy context, producers and audiences engage to produce collective efforts

that benefit both parties. To succeed, content producers must then inspire their audience to

give back, and ultimately help them attain their goals.

My research identifies that current tools to engage online audiences have several limitations,

which emanate from a misconceived model of how audiences and content producers interact.

Such tools adopt the traditional media consumption model, and assume that audiences and

content producers interact within a market exchange instead of a gift exchange. As a result,

such tools focus on profit rather than enabling reciprocity or collaborations.

I use the limitations I identified to introduce systems for engaging online audiences within

a gift economy. My systems focus on facilitating cooperation and relationships of mutual

benefit among content producers and online audiences. My systems consider two different
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Figure 8.1: As described in chapter 1, traditional tools for engaging with online audi-
ences usually are all adaptations of traditional marketing tools wherein audiences are
surveyed and categorized anonymously and content authors have minimal interaction
with them. These tools limit the type of collaborations produced.

design approaches: one in which authors can visualize relevant online audiences, and use the

understanding to better engage with audiences; and autonomous methods which probe different

strategies to motivate cooperation from an audience.

To conclude, this chapter will review the main contributions of the thesis and consider

important avenues for future work.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

This dissertation has presented both an analysis of how audiences and content producers

interact and the design and evaluation of online audience engagement systems. The knowledge

contributed through this dissertation allow us to identify pain points in current tools for engag-

ing online audiences, and to design novel systems that overcome such limitations. These systems

open a design space of deployable applications that allow content producers to better cooperate

with their audience. This work is an important first step in demonstrating how we can move

beyond traditional tools (see Fig 8.1) that simply survey and categorize audiences, to novel

collaborative systems that allow authors to reach audiences and directly start to collaborate to

fulfill different goals (see Fig 8.2).

Hax (Chapter 6) opened the design space of multi-facteted data visualizations for engaging

online audiences by demonstrating how authors could use such visualizations to understand

their online audience, and then use the knowledge to motivate contributions from the audiences

themselves. Hax enables content producers to consider and understand multiple variables, both
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Figure 8.2: The systems proposed in this thesis add an extra element into the design
space: audiences and authors can complete collective efforts which they could not
perform efficiently alone. There are many under-explored areas of this design space,
especially those that enable authors to drive into the intelligence of an audience and
use it for more creative and complex tasks.

offline and online, to motivate and initiate collaborations with their audience.

Botivist (Chapter 7) demonstrates the power of using automated methods to recruit and

engage audiences for an author’s cause. Botivist opens the door for autonomous systems that

can coordinate large audiences for a collective effort. Botivist shows how authors can recruit

participating audiences and initiate collaborations with them with help of autonomous agents

that can employ different recruitment strategies.

This thesis makes contributions in the area of social computing:

1. Analysis. Systems for cooperating with online audiences enable a new class of applica-

tions that give authors direct access to relevant and specialized online audiences with whom

they can take-on multiple collective endeavours.

2. Concepts. The thesis provides an understanding of how content producers and online

audiences operate within a gift economy. However current social media embodiment have several

limitations that hinder reciprocity and cooperation.

3. The thesis offers an informed model of how to overcome these limitations and design the

social computing systems of the future. Tools for cooperating with online audiences change the

interactions and dynamics between content producers and online audiences. These interactions

create novel ecosystems and power dynamics that were nonexistent before.
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8.2 Outlook

Through our analysis, we observed that authors and online audiences have adopted social

media not only to share relevant content, but also to harvest collaborations with each other.

These collaborations range from helping each other to improve personally, to improving their

community.

While existing social computing systems are powerful tools to organize collective action,

their current embodiment have serious limitations. Most systems only support a particular

aspect of the collective effort, e.g., tools to brainstorm a plan. There are few examples of

systems that support a collective action from beginning to end, i.e., where a crowd comes

together to formulate goals, brainstorm plans, and mobilize a critical mass of participants to

take action.

For the future, I am interested in creating platforms that by leveraging ever-growing accu-

mulations of big data can: 1) model people’s behavior to create connections for collaborations

and; 2) pipeline and dispatch large tasks to advance a collective goal. In such systems, a per-

son could start out by presenting a neighborhood problem, e.g., her neighborhood receiving

too much negative publicity in the news. The platform would then use social media traces

and open data to recruit, connect, and encourage discussions among concerned citizens to help

them find a solution and action plan for the problem. These systems could also incorporate data

visualizations to help participants understand the problem and solutions. Perhaps, through the

platform citizens would come up with the possible solution of organizing poetry events to show-

case another side of the neighborhood. The platform would then pipeline the tasks needed to

carry out this plan, such as identifying and recruiting promising artists, as well as designers

to create advertisement materials, and audiences to attend the event. In other words, I want

to explore designing end-to-end systems that use big data to connect citizens, and help them

execute their plans to impact society. Such systems enable not only collaborations to improve

a town, but also collaborations around healthcare, art, education, etc. I believe that the anal-

yses, concepts, and implemented tools presented through this dissertation work demonstrate a
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possible path to such a vision.

In summary, my research utilizes social media data to understand the collective action of

media producers and participating audiences and to design innovative systems that hopefully

can contribute to allowing societies to self-organize to their own and everyone’s benefit.
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